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Holland City News.
yol.

VIII.— NO.

HOLLAND,

7.

Packing and shipping

Oentral Dealeri.

gollaml

(ttity ilcivs.

PUBLISHED EVEUY SATURDAY AT

LlTir?&al Salt Stabler

OTTO

V

EMI
BLOCK.

lYOONE

11.,

clauB

VJ1BBELINE,J.

IN

Ofttce of

Terms of Snbsoription:

11.. Livery and Sale Stable;
Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th

Market.

itireet,near

UK KM A J. & C. Wagon and Blackamlth
Shop. Horse-nhoelngand all IdndK of repairdone. Eighth SlreetalewdooriuveBtof
River.

\

I

YJ

ing

JOB PUINTINU PROMPTLYAND NEATLY DONE.

Meat Market!.

IJOONE, C., Wholeaale Dealer in a.I kind# of
13 Meat. Pay i* the highest price for cattle.
Zeeland. Ottawa Co.,

Roads.

UUTKAU&

1)

“
••

| 2 00 u. in.

••

“

\

1

Big U.tpidtj.MU.&i«.

“ “&
“ "“
“
“ “ *

•
t
,

7AN DER 11AAR, H.. Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meals and Vegetables; paper

and twine; 8th street.

5.25 a.
5.55 p.

in.

10.55 “

5.10

“

5 25 p. m.
5.55

*

in.

0.10 "

*

1.50 u.m.

in.

12.15 “
10 4.) a. in.

| 9.15

“

Mixed trains,
Dally except Sunday and Monday.

and Dealer in
Li Agricultural Implemeuts; commissiou agent
for Mowinn Machines' cor. 10th& River street.

1

of nagger Mill*; Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
(

Proprietors

justness Diwtonj.

V/-KRBEEK, H. W..& CO., Proprietors of

the

V

Phoenix Planiug Mill. All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

L

Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Otllce,Oily Drug

v\/ ALail, il.,
v

?

XX

I).,

Claim Agent, Attorney and

A NNIS, T. K., Physician;residence, opposite
/V. S. W. cor. Public Square.
A 811, II.

ARKS, W.

Xj

Office

corner Eleventh and River street oppesite

Attorney and Counceiorat Law, public square.
corner of River and i.ighthstreets.

XT

II.

T EDEBOEU,

rpEN EYCK,

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting Xj
Agent. OdlcoiuKenyon & Van Pullen's bank X M.
Eighth street.

X

office at
L. "S. R.

F, S., Physicianand Surgeon;

residence, ou £.|ghlti street, near Chi.
R. crossing.

VIC CULLOCI1 THUS.,
•iTJ-

Banking ini Exchange.

Accoucuer.

Office,

Physician, Surgeon and
Van Pullen's Drugstore,

Holluud, Michigan.

AN PUTTEN JACOB,

Banking and Col- DCHOUTEN, R. A. City Puysiciau. Office
and sold; Eiglitu kj First Ward Drug Store, 8ih Street.

street.
37

Y

lectlug, Drafts bought

I'VE GROOT. L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shumpooning,hair-dyeing, etc., done at reu
aouable rates. Baroer shop next door to the City

If IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Ual-

XX

lery

Sxddleri.

I7AUPELL,H.,Manufacturer of uuddeulerm
V Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

X

Generaldealer in Tobacco,
Cigar#, Snutt, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.

25.00

¥

0

.35
.50

25 00
40.00

.30

25.00

J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Medidues, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Jtc. Physician's prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.

Yf EENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, MedaYX iciues, Faucy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. River street.

\7AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medl- of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
clues, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Blom, N. G.
W. Van Den Hero's Family Medicines;Eighth St.
G. A. Koni.nu, R. 8.
Druggist& Pharmacist; a
full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

HEBE

r. & a. n.

A

furniture.

Reoulab Communicationof Unity Lodoe<
No. 191, F. & A. M.. wlll he held at Masonic Hall.
Hollaiul, Mich., on Wednesday evening,March

Yf EVER,

H. & CO., Dealers in all kinds of Fur- 5, at To’clock, sharp.
nlture.Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
C.B. Wynne Sec'u.

ivL

Otto Brkyman. W. M.

1875.
LOWELL NURSERIES.
1879.

PRICE LIST FOR THE SPRING OF 1879.

ful

We

invite an

The

under cultivation.
Home grown trees are more safe to plant— tlie varietiesare more reliable— and
the stock can be obtained without incurringthe risk and expense of transportation
from distant localities.
New lands produce stock for planting out, of greater vigor and hardihood than
can be grown on old nursery grounds.
An experienceof thirty years in the nursery business(16 years in Michigan)
enables us to make the beat selectionof varieties for the various purposes of cultivation in this State.

A discount of ten per cent allowed from CATALOGUE

PRICES

when cash

paid on delivery of stock.
We are preparedto furnish to Dealers and Large Planters at reduced rates,
can assure all who deal with us of entire satifaction.

merits

unboundedpraise.

Alexander,Amsdens June, extra early .......................

its conductor,author of “Bitter Sweet,”

QUINCES.

etc., is sufficientguarantee of its purity

Angers, 2

feet

2

..............................................

“

8t.

15.00
25.00

GRAPE VINES.
.25
.40

15.00

Thomas Hughes,

HUND.

Tom
TIIOU8.
10.00

1.50

“
ORNAMENTAL STOCK.

10.00
10.00

1.00
2.00
2.00

of rapid growth, valuable for fruit and

EACH.

.....................................
5 to 6 “ selected ..............................
6 to 8 " A*xtra heavy ..........................
Mountain Ash, American, 8 to 10 feet ....................
European, 8 to 10 “ ........................
Weeping Willow, Kilmuoark ...............................

.20

to 5 feet

.

“

Catalpa, 0 to 7 feet .................. .......................
European Larch, 5 to 7 feet ........... .......................
American Elm, transplanted, 0 feet ..........................
'

.30

.50
.50
.50
1.00
• .75
.40
.40

0.00

tt
«« »•
ii

The New Yotk training-schoolfor “Little

HUND.

“ “
•• “ ••
“
“ “
“ “
“

5
4

feet

**

..............
.

it

2uu
1# to 2 •*

“• “
“

“

••

songs of the children, are described by
Olive Thorne in a long article profusely
illustrated

by Jessie Curtis.

Celia Thaxter presents a lovely “Easter

Song;” Lucy Larcom, a charming April
30.00

poem

entitled “Shower and Flower,” and

Mrs. Mary Mapes Dodge, some comical

There are two

“A Morning

Women and

20.00
.25

20.00

tot.

50

adventure: one,

with life in Hindustan; the other, “Spoiling a Bombshell,”describing, with the aid

of
15.00

tales of

Call from a Panther,” dealing

a striking picture, the

midshipman during a
Besides all

tills,

daring

act

of a

sea-fight.

there are: a biographi-

.40
1.00

traits ot

him

at different periods of his

life; a story of

.40

German fairies,with

1.00
.75
.50
.80
.20

a

ming supply of good things in the editorial departments— “Jack-ln-the-PulpU,”
“Letter Box,” and “Riddle- Box.”
25.00
15.00

England is

trying to keep American

cattle out of her markets,

Austrian Pine, twice transplanted 3 to 4 feet ..................
4 to ft “ ..................
“
selected 5 feet .............................
Scotch Pine, Twice transplanted, 6 to 7 feet ..................
5 lo6 “ ..................
4 to ft “ .................
2 to
..................
Balsam Fir, twice transplanted, feet ......................
Savin Juniper, feet ..................... ................
10 inches ....................................

“
«
“

Housemaids,”— popularly known as the
“Kitchen-Garden,” with the games and

15.00
25.00

.40
.25

.20
1.00

!!!!!!!’.!!!!!!
..............
ft). They make a beautiful hedge, and

“

sl/.c (J# to 2
are designed for that purpoae.

Boy

one of the illustrations being

beautiful picture; and the usual overbrim-

three limes transplanted, 6

the last

*’

cal sketch of John Milton, with three por-

“ “ twice
“ “

A large lot of

half of a story entitled “A

first

Astronomer,

by C. S. Reinhart.

|

Queen Prairie. King Praine, Yellow' Harrison ................

••

Harriet Prescott Spofford is represented

the Big Little Girl.”

....................................
“ ....................................

to 5 feet

•*

Gang Monday and “Beating the

verses about "The Little Big

Gro-ri/w.Welpella Rosea. Splrea Balardi, Spirca Prunifo’ea, Spirea
Lanceolnta. W e gelia Amabalis2 to 3 feet ..................................
Pyrus Joponlca, (Japan Quince,) a beautilul flowering shrub, hardy, very desirablefor ornamentalhedges, 2 to 3 feet ...............................

it «»
it it

tale

Bounds of the parish.”

SHRUBS.

NoUvay Spruce,

is illustratedwith capital pictures

includes a descriptionof the fun and

10.00

Euonymus, Snow-ball,Persian Ulac, Sweet Syringa, Prunus Trllobata.

4

which

frolics of

timber.

3 to

contributes a lively English boy’s story

by the

Wilson, Col. Cheeny, Kentucky,Green Prolific ...................
Captain Jack, Monarch of the West, 50 cts. d*>z ................
Sterling, Dutchets, Great American “
“ ................

“

the famous author of

Brown’s “School Days at Rugby,”

by Kate Greenaway of London. The

STRAWBERRIES.

“

frontispiece of

the number.

than white clover and remainsseveral weeks in blossom ..........

Strong plants, 4

forming the

at Church,”

1.25

Cluster, (Black) ......................................1.50

“

them. “The Tithing-man

Barnes, one of

RASPBERRIES.

“
“

New England.

keeping order among the Little Puritans

DOZEN.

BLACKBERRIES.

tree,

the early settlers of

There are two illustrations,by George L.

1.00

GOOSEBERRIES.

Sweet Chestnut, beautiful shade

an article from the pen of

Horace E. Scuddcr* describingchild-life

2.00

Houghton Seedling, ................................................... 1.50
Downing, Smith Improved ........................................, ......
2.50

Mammoth

Nicholasfor April opens with “Lit-

tle Puritans,”

among

Strong bearing vines, transplanted.
Concord. Ice* Seedling,Hartford .........
Strong. 2 yrs , Agawam, Salem, Iona, Delewaro, Wilder, Martha. Merrimack.
Lady, worden, Brighton ...........................................
. ..
Moors early .............................................................
...

’

articles.

St. Nicholas For April.

.40

.................................................. .20
feet heavy ............................................
.30

CURRANTS.

of Dr. Holland,

.25

‘

SWEET CHESTNUT.
5 to 0

The name

and choice selection of

.15

............ ..................................
Rues Mammoth, 2 feet .....................................

Oraii'te,

8

I

.40
.60
.75

1.00
.75

.50

JAMES

D.

falls into

and now Canada

line. At Ottawa, Quebec, Sat-

urday, deputationsrepresentingthe coal

and marble interestsof the Dominion
waited on the Minister of the Finance,and
urged that

a

duty of 75 cents per ton be

.25
.40

.50
.30

is

and

and

typographicalappearance is unsur-

every family.

Prairie, (Fragrant Variegated) ..........................
Perpetual Roses ............................................

PLANTS

will have to

passed. This magazine ought to he in

*

EVERGREENS.

examinationof our nursery grounds, 300,030 TREES ani

we

Early Crawford,Late Crawford.Early Barnard, Hills Chill, Foster, Jaques
Rare Ripe. Yellow Rare Ripe, Mountalu Rose, Hale’s Early, Louisa.

TO OUR PATRONS AND THE PUBLIC:

t

fully illustrated.

is

and attractive articles, which ought to

is very fine

................................................... .15
“ ............................. ...................... .20

Gem

offer for sale for spring planting a more complete assortment of Nuraery
Stock than ever before. Our tree* are all young, of vigorous growth, and cannot be
excelled in strong, well ripened wood, and in the selection of varietiesbest adapted
for cultivation in Michigan..
Thankful for the liberal share of patronagewith which we have been favored,
we hope to merit the future confidence of the public.

November

room.
The general appearanceof the magazine

ROSES.

We

the

postpone it until next week on account of

X feet
ChineseHerbaceousPaeonuas,in varieties,fragrant
Climbing Honev-sucklea .........................

Village,

one on Edison in

be mentioned here that

3 to 4 feet

Tree Puuonca, Bankdi ..............................

These Nurseries are located 1 1-2 miles South-east of Lowell
Kent County, Michigan.

tills paper is

The magazine contains so many beauti-

1

Established in the year 1875.

In interest and importance

here and in England. It

obtaining trees for planting from localities not only exempt, hut entirely
Isolated from any possibletaint of the disease.The stock of desirable
va leties suitable for spring planting is greatly reduced. But we have a
large stock in hud of best market varieties that will be In market in the
Fall of 1879.

Transplanted4

It,

(first complete

number, which has been so popular both

of

V

WALSH

lost Ericsson;

torpedo vessel,the Destroyer; his last In-

rior to the

PEACHES.

earlier

I. 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodj^e,No. 192, 1 ndepnndentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening

how England

the romantic story of the Monitors; the

thought by the publishers to be not infe-

.30
.50

Philadelphia,(Red) ..........................................1.50
Fruit large,bright red, of excellant quality, very hardy and productive.valuable for family use and for market. This variety of red raspberry is the best honey producing plant known, it Is in bloom ten days

f'VOESBURO,

speed of Ericsson’s Novelty engine ; inven-

description);cliaracterand personal habits.

TURNER—

XX

army

England; competitionwith George

vention, the solar engine

selected ..........................................

OSLIN & BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,

Drug! and Medicinal.

in

caloric engine; the invention of the screw

Kitialinny, Wilsons early .................................... 1.50

and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market and Eighth Street.

to the height of his level-

tion of the steam fire engine and of the

The demand for this excellent fruit ie yearly IncreaMng, while on account ol
the ravages of the yellowa,the mipply from the principle peach growing
pcclioiiH of thi? state hat* greatly dfinlniidied.
hence the utmost importance

Dentist.

Watchei and Jcwilry.

him

Stephenson for best locomotive;superior

Early Richmond, May Duke. Rtack iforrtllo. Gov. Wood. Yellow Spanish, Ohio
Beauty, Early Purple, Black Tartarian, Napoleon.

Tobacco and Cigars.
(». J.,

in the survey of the Gotha

stool to raise

and

Cherry, La Versailles,White Grape, Black Naples, Victoria................

,pE ROLLER,

men

Ship Canal, with an attendantto carry a
ing instruments;his career in the

.....................................

opposite this office.

X3

VI

.75

.................................................
5 to 6 M ...............................
................
Canada Egg, Red Egg, Late Damson, Lombard, Washington,
Jefferson, German Prune.
Wild Goosk.— New, hardy, productive, fruit large, bright red,
promising, 4 to 6 feet .....................................

5

upon hearing one mentioned,and

the age of thirteen was put in charge

at

of foO

...................................
“ selected heavy .....................

Eighth street.

/ A EK, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand oflice on Eiguth street, opposite Van Baalte's
Shoe store.

30.00

4 to 5 feet

IhE.VCH BRO’S, CommissionMerchants, and
dealers In Grain, Flour and Pro luce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Offics in Brick
store cor. Eiguth & rlsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17

.40

Valuable for Shade, Fruit and Timber.

14-ly

Coamistlca Merchant.

20.00

propeller and

the

Phttcgrapher.

Barben.

Hotel.

at

9-ly

XX

.30

the age of nine, invented,

other contrivances, a bali-and-sock-

et joint

4 to 5 feet

4 to

engineer, who, In the depths of a

forest, at

among

Beurrie Diel.

Surgeons and Physiciaus.Officeat

L.

pine

“ "

“

which
form. Among

the topics treated are the precocity of the

young

................................
4 to 6 “ selected, very strong .......................
Louise Bonne, Dutchess, Clapp's Favorite,thband's Summer, Buffam,

7

remarkable en-

lias appeared in popular

3 years, 3 to 4 feet, fine trees

5 to

by Col.

gineer (no less remarkable as a man)

DWARF PEARS.

4 to 6 feet, good stock

is

Army and Navy

ly authentic sketch of this

.80

feet

7

paper on Ericsson

C. Church, of the

Journal, and is singularly enough, the on-

Bartlett, Buff am, Sheldon. Serkel, Doyenne- B'wock, Flemish Beauty,

Notary Public; River street.

^fC BRIDE, P. U., Attoruey and Counselor at /V. his residence,Overysel, Mich.
1YX Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
T EDEBOEU, B. Physicianand Surgeon:
13

6

5 to
(J to

Bib street.
Phrsiciam

TOWARD. M.

W.

CHERRIES.

1)., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Collections made In Hollandand vlciultj.

Attaraayi.
1

“

HoUry PaCiici

MOST, HKNUY

Store.

.80

ground. The

PLUMS.

YV

All other trainsdaily except Sundays.
All trams on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which is 'id minutes later than Columbus
time.

.20

PEARS.

Saw and Flour

P. 11. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combinutiou Pumps. Corlutb and Rivet streets.

Mondays only.

14.00
18.00

.16

Wagener, Baldwin, FUlmter, Northern Spy, King, Greening,
Golden Russell, Seek-no-turther,Grimes Golden, Yellow
Bellflower, Ratnho, Ohio Nonpariel,Talimnn Sweet, Snow,
Maiden’s Blush, Duchess Oldcnsburg, Sweet Bough, Golden
Sweet. Chenango Strawberry,Early Harvest, Tetofski, Red
Astrachan. Improved Crab— The improved crabs are valu
able for their extreme hardiness, great productivenessand
the many uses made of them. Several of the new varieties are
of flue quality for the table. Transcendanl, Hislop, Marengo,
Coral, Whitney’s No. 2(J, Montreal Beauty ...................

“

York,” all of these covering, what

is for tko magazines, almost untrodden

4 to 6 feet, good stock, medium size .........................
5 to 7 Icct, selected ........................................
6 to 8
extra heavy, for village lots and gardens ...........
Pewaukee, new, large red apples; of good quality, very hardy,
very productive, a good keeper ............................

Mmbctoriei, Milli, Shopi, Xtc.

OAUELS, VAN PUTTEN <& CO.,

New

large quantities.

Standard trees,

Work,m‘John

his

Ericsson” and “Actors and Actresses of

Clapp’s Favorite, Belle Lncretive, Tyson, Osbauds Summer,
Vicar, Howell, Lawrence, Beurre de Anion.

VI/TLMS,

Daily except Saturday.

\

Mar-

“Henty Bergh and

ly to

slock of apples for the Spring trade is large and of good
quality. We can furnish many varieties in small quantitiesnot
enumerated in this list. Variclies,in Italics, we can furnish in

LJEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof

\ 9.25 p. in.

New Bull'ulo
Cuicago. j
f

VAN ZoEREN, New Meat

V

Muskegon, Peniwuier
*to

2-ly

ket,

f 5.15 **
0.50 p. ui.

11.55 a. m.
9 UUp. m.

several con-

spicuouspersonal attractions,three of the

Our

IT'UiTE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

L ave
Holland,

Grand itupids.

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.

IV

1, 1879.

Arrive at
tduUami,

Mich.

uearcornerKiiththand Fish Street. All
kinda ol Bauaagei)conmautly on hand.

Cnicago Ss West Michigan E. B.

Train*.

The April Scribnkh has
HUND.

EACH.

“

Wafoaankeriasi BUckiaitbi.

$1.59 per year if paid in adcance; $1.75 if
paid at three inmt/m, and $2.00 if
paid at nix month*.

Taken Effect,Wednesday Jan.

371.

Scribnerfor April.

done and charges made sufficientto

APPLES.

Llverv and Sale Stable. Otticc
and barn on Market al reel. Everythingdrat-

Editor and VaUinur.

iiail

NO.

illustrated papers being devoted respective-

DOESBURG.

J.

WHOLE

1879.

YTAN PUTTEN 0„

A WEEKLY"NEWSPAPEa.

•

will be carefully

29,

cover expense of mnteriul.
General Dealeri*. in Dry
Good#, GroceriesCrockery,liati*and Capn,
Fl-jur, Provlalonb.etc. ; River at.

BOLUHII Clllf,
•
OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND'S

SATURDAY, MARCH

MICH.,

HTJSTED,

Lowell, Kent Co., Mioh.

American coal, and one of $6.25
per ton on Atherlcan marble. Something
must certainly be done by both the cockneys and the “Kanucks” If they don’t
want to be inundated by the cheaper and
placed on

superior productionsof this country.

BecreUry of State, David transmitted to both the Senate and House of Re*8. Baker. Jr.; Attorney General, Charles H. resentativea. Regretting the emergsneywhich rePage. Tne Republicans,at their convention, quires a apecialsession of Congress at a time when
it is tho general judgmentof the country that tba
renominated all of the presentState officers.
public welfare will be best promoted by permaWashington dispatches state that nency in our legislation, and by peace and rest, I
commend these few necessarymeasuresto your
“the Republican loaders have become thor- considerate
•
RtrtBEoroBD B. Haws.
oughly alarmed over tho unqualified assertions
Washington, March 19, 1879.
of leading Democrats that, as a result of conThe Vice Presidentlaid before the Senate a memoferences with tho President and members of rial signed by a number of members of the Legistho Cabinet, tho Presidentwould sign a modi- lature In Kansas,assertion that the election of
fied bill repealing the Election laws.”
Senator Ingallswas secured by bribery and corruption, and asking the Senate to give them a (pll
ernor, J. D. Bailey:

ijfflfluni

HOLLAND

$

f'S
CITY.

tuts.

attention.
[Signed]

MICHIOAN.

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
,

George Upton, manufactnrer

crops were spared. Dr. P— — was sihalf and the Southern States half. lent a moment ; then, looking over at
There have been many illustrious men Mrs. W -- with a merry twinkle in
in the Speaker’s chair, as the following
his eye, he said, “ I think it was rather

caucus of the Greenback mem-

Uptake^,

1—

and fertilizers,
in Boston,has failed. Liabili-

2—

ties between $800,000 and $400,000.

A sensation has been caused

gresses, the Northern States have given

-

glue

of

to the Lord that his crops might be
spared from the ravages of the grassThe Men Who Have 1 resided Over the
hoppers. Such was his faith that his
House.
prayer would be answered that, when
Of the fifty-six Speakers who have the grasshopperscame, they divided
presided over the past forty-five Con- and went each side of his farm, and his

list of Speakers from the first Congress
opportunity to offer pioof of these aaaortioLS. Reshows :
bers of the House was held at 'Washingtonlast ferred to the Committeeon Privilegesand Elections.
Staten.
The House occupied the dity in discussing tho Vongrett.
week, at which the subject of attaching political
F. A. Muhlenberg............ Pennsylvania,
disputed esse from the Second Congressional DisJonathan Trumbull ...........Connecticut.
measures or any foreignlegislationto appro- trict of Florida.Bisbee vs. Hull, which was decided
8— F. A. Muhlenberg ............ Pennsylvania.
priationbills was generally discussed. There In favor of Hull, the Democraticclaimant.
4—Jonathan Dayton.. ........... New Jersey.
was a unanimous expressionof opposition to
Jonathan Dayton ............. New Jersey.
Very little buBinesa waa tranaactedby either
George Dent, pro tem ......... Maryland.
this’ way of legislating. Tho Greenbackors, house on the 20th. The Senate waa in session but
Theodore Sedgwick ........... Massachusetts.
however, expressedthemselvesas being in favor
a few minutes, and did nothing. After adjournNathan Macon ...............North Carolina.
of all measures proposwl by the Democrats, exNathan Macon ................ North Carolina.
cept the repeal of the law* relating to Huper- ment the Democratic Senators met In caucus.
Nathan Macon ................ North Carolina.
visors of Elections, which they are in favor of John O. Burch, of Tennessee,was nominated for
Joseph B. Vaniuin ............ Massachusetts.
in a modified form. They are opposed to the Secretary; Richard J. Bright, of Indiana, for SerJoseph B. Varnum ........... .Massachusetts.
test oath for jurors and favor its repeal. geant-at-Arms; ex CongressmanSchrober, of North 12 Henry Clay ...................
Kentucky.
They are also opposed to tho use of troops Carolina, for Chief Clerk; Col. Sexton, of 18— Henry Clay fl«t HCHsion). ..... Kentucky.
at the polls ana to the election laws which Virginia,' for Kiocutlvo Clerk, and Rev. J. 0. BulLaugdon Cheves(2d session)..South Carolina,
Kentucky.
authorize Federal interferenceat tho polls, lock. of Virginia,for Chaplain.
In thq House, 1-1— Henry Clay ...................
Henry Clay ...................
Kentucky.
and favor their repeal, but they ask that those Mr. McMahon called up the petition of citizensof
Henry Clay (1st session) ...... Kentucky.
repealing clauses bo introduced as separate Cincinnati in relation to the electionof Messrs.
John W. Taylor (2d session)... New Y'ork.
measures. A committee of the caucus lias Butterworth and Young, and the whole matter waa
Philip B. Barbour ............ Virginia.
been appointed to draft financial measures to referred to a select committee,with leave to sit
during the recess. The committee were also IS— H eh ry Clay ....... ........... Kentucky.
presentto Congress embodying all greenback
John J. Taylor ................
New Y'ork.
directedto Inquire into tho operationof the
ideas.
Andrew Stevenson ............ Virginia.
Supervisors’law In Cincinnati at the last election.
Andrew Stevenson ............ Virginia.
A caucus of Democraticmembers of the House
Andrew Stevenson ............ Virginia.
was held immediatelyafter adjournment,for tho
Andrew Stevenson (1st ses.).. .Virginia.
Col.
the
of the purpose of consideri.igthe order of business, and
Henry Hubbard, pro tem ..... New Hampshire.
measuresto be taken during the present extra sesCanadian mounted police, reporta that Sitting sion of Congress. After considerable discussion it
John Bell .....................
Tennessee.
James
K. Polk ................
Tennessee.
Bull baa 2, (XX) warriore'well armed and was decided to refer the whole matter to a joint
20— James K. Polk ................
Tennessee.
committeeof tho Senate and House.
equipped, and that an ugly and insubordinate
Robert M. T. Hunter .......... Virginia.
disposition is manifestamong them.
John White ...................
Kentucky.
A largo number of bills were introducedin
John W. Jones ...............Virginia.
It is intimated that the decision of the Senate on the 21iit. Mr. Beck Introduced a bill
Goo. W. Hopkins,pro tem.... Virginia.
to repeal that sectionof the Revised Statutes which
John W. Davis ................ Indiana.
tho Fitz John Porter Court of Inquiry will bo
provides that no person who held any position in
Robert C. Winthrop ........... Massachusetts.
favorableto the accused.
Armisted Burt, pro tem ...... South Carolina.
tho 'Jonfederatoservice shall ever bo appointedto
pronounces
81— Howell Cobb .................
Georgia.
any position in tho army or navy of the United
R. C. Winthrop, pro tem ...... Massachusetts.
the electriclight a failure.
States. Mr. Beck also introduced a bill to call in 32— Linn Boyd ....................
Kentucky.
Kentucky.
tho trade-dollurs
roeoin
into 38- Linn Boyd ....................
FOREIGN.
Nathaniel
P.
Banks
...........
Massachusetts.
standard dollars.
introJanies
L.
Orr
.................
South Carolina.
duced a bill to extend the time for the
A cable dispatch from Pesth, in
William Pennington .......... New Jersey.
completion of tho Northern Pacific railroad.
gary, says that 120,000 persons were rendered Mr. Edmunds called up his resolution providing
Galusha A. Grow ............. Pennsylvania,
Schuyler Colfax ..............Indiana.
homelessby the recent everilowof tho river that all bills and resolutionsother than appropnaUou bills should be referred to appropriate com- 89— Schuyler Colfax ..............Indiana.
Theiss, that 8,200 houses were swept away, mittees,and not be acted on until the meeting o! 46— Schuyler Colfax ..............Indiana.
1,900 persons drowned ____
di’sTheo. M. Pomeroy (one day).. New York.
Congress in regular session.On motion of Mr.
.lames G. Blaine .............. Maine.
patch
Kingston, Jamaica, reports Wallaceit was laid on the table by a strict party
Janies G. Blaine ..............
Maine.
that the British steamer Bolivar, plying be- vote. Mr. Hoar introduceda resolution that the
Maine.
tween Liverpooland 8t. Thomas, came in col- action of one branch of Congress, in refusing 43 James G. Blaine ..............
44—Michael C. Kerr ..............
Indiana.
listen with the Haytien steamer Michael. Tho to pass tho necessary Appropriationbills, is
Sam'l
S. Cox (part of session). New Y'ork.
revolutionary, and, if persistedin. will enlatter sank, and sixty personswere drowned
Sarn'l
J.
Randall
(part
of
ses.). Pennsylvania.
Many avalancheshave recently occurredin tho danger the national life. Mr. Wallace objected,and
Samuel J. Randall ............ Pennsylvania.
the resolutionwent over. There was a sharp de-

A

THE EAST.

MR. SPEAKER.

at Bos-

6—

Treasurer of the Savings Bank of Reading, a

7—

8—

town about ton miles from the Hob. Pratt has
always borne a good reputation, and the news
fell like a thunderbolt npon the community.
The total amount lost is about $100,000.
collision of

New York

two

9—

10—

11—

—

-

trains on the

-

elevatedrailroad, last week, fifteen

15—

passengers wore injured, some of them seri-

16—

ously ____ The New York Court of Appeals has
decided the Brooklyn bridge case against Comptroller Kelley, that Now York city will have to
pay her share.

i

17—

j

.

19—

20—

THE WEST.

GENERAL.

21—

22—

Walsh

A letter to the public from Archbishop Purcell, of Cincinnati,explanatory of
He narrates the causes winch led to his present
pecuniary embarrassment,gives in detail his expenditures in behalf of the diocese, which he
says should have been borne by the members of
tho churches; recognizes the sympathy shown
him by both Catholics and Protestants,and
appeals for aid to “those who feel for others’

Owing

25—

-

28—

-

29—

30—

-

The New York World

,

.

to tho recent rains in Califor-

-

23—

27—

and

nia, tho prospect for more than an t»»Jrage

Dii

commander

24—

hia financial difficulties,has been published.

woes.”

them

Mr. Windom

—

grain crop throughout that State ia good ....
• • fires are reported
' in Kansas,
Msaatronsprairie
Nebraska and Dakota Territory.

34—

Hun-

35—

36—

37—

38—

Ex-Gov. L. P. Bradley, of Nevada,
is

'

dead.

A

and

Chicago

shouted with l&iighter —
Drawer? Harper for April.

l

41—

-

from

elevators, as per ofticial re-

42—

turns, contain 7,509,036bushels of wheat, 3,-

—

i

069,316 bushels of corn, 499,590 bushelsof oats,

-

303,326 bushels of ryo, and 709,471 bushels of
barley, making a grand toUl of 12,211,639 bushels, against 2,518,293 bushels at tills neriod last
year.

.

.

.

-

.

45—

Austrian Tyrol At Bleibnrg ten houses were
crushed,forty persons killed,eighteenseriously injured, and fifteenmissing.

“Editor's

Matrimonial Mishaps.

5—

-

ton by the defalcationof Nathan P. Pratt,

By a

--

hard on the neighbors.”Mrs. W
was silent,but the party at the table

The dying wish of Matthew Crooks, a
San Francisco millionaire, was to witness the marriage of his daughter, and
the ceremony was performed at his bedside, several weeks before the time that
had been appointed. The deathbed desire of Mr. Hayden, of the same city,
was to break the engagement of his
daughter, and he made her promise on
her lujfces to discard her lover. Detroit
has had a variation of the common foreign Count matrimonialepisode— tho
husband running away with the bride’s
money and jewelry, but proving, niter
all, to be a real Count. A young woman
engaged a section in a sleeping enr at
Pittsburgh, blushingly explaining that
she would be joined by a husband at
Harrisburg.When the train arrived at
Harrisburga young man got aboard
with a clergyman, who married him to
the purchaserof the section, and the
honeymoon tour was at once commenced. A rustic couple dashed into a
Washington oyster saloon, and implored
the proprietor to get

them

married ag

soon as possible. They had eloped,
and parents were, on their track. The
oyster man not only summoned a Justice of the Peace to tie the knot, but
provided stews for the party after

the ceremony. Miss Locke

married Mr. Aiken, in Denver, Col., on
his assurance that he was, as she phrases
it, “a wealthy Christian gentleman
but
within four days she learned P’at he was
a professional horse thief, and parted
from him. Miss Ruggan’s wedding day
was appointed in Cleburne, Texas, and
she made herself ready; but in the
morning she received a note from her
faithless lover inviting her to come and
see his marriage to another girl. She

over Mr. Wallace'sresolutiondirectingSecretary
to inform the Senate as to the amount ol
The
After the Lion.
salary paid to Deputy Marshals employed in the
SOUTH.
Capt.
Aylwnrd
tells
a droll story of a
dispatch from Calcutta says the States of Ohio, Pennsylvania. New Y’ork and Mary
laud, in October and November, lb76. Mr. Conk- rencontre between a bushman and a lion.
Dispatches from Lynchburg, Ya.,
origin of the trouble between the Burmese and
liug moved to amend the resolution so as to
state that the Grand Jury of United States Judge
narrator was acquainted with the
include Deputy Marshals in all the States, Inthe British residentsat Mandalayis that tne
Reeves’ Court has indicted tho followingstead of in the four named, which waa rejected. man, and has no doubt of the truth of the
latter protect and refuse to deliverup to
Coukling then offered his amendmentas an
named Conntv Judges for refusing to recog- slaughter two of the royal Princes and their Mr.
additionalresolution,but providingthat the in- story. The bushman, while a long
nize colored
in impanelingjuries : families who have taken refuge at the Resi- formation calledfor bo distinct from that called from his home, was met by a lion.
committed suicide.
Haythe, of Campbell;Henry, of Amherst; dency. The King of Burmah. who is said to for in Mr. Wallace’s resolution,which waa agreed
animal,
his
Simmons, of Bobtown; Brown, of Nelson; be mad with drink, urged by fanaticsand tho to. Mr. McMillan submitted
d a jo
joint resolution
Wharton, of Bedford; Griffin, of Roanoke; reactionary party, threatens to force the Resi- proposing an amendment to the
the constitution victim completely in his power, began
Lincoln, Clay and (Jreeley.
Parish, of Buckingham;Bowles, of Fluvanna.
of the United States giving the President power to sport and dallv with him with a feline
dency.
do you regard as the greatest
to except, in his approval
bills, other
is threatened with a
Advices from India report that the items of appropriationor special legislation, jocosity which the poor little bushman
“Well, that
giving his reasons to Congress, the item so disap- failed to appreciate.
lion would
financial panic, and the banks have decided not
Burmese King is constructing fortifications proved to be treated as in the case of a veto. Mr.
difficult
tell. All such
appear at a point in the road and leap
to pay ont on checks more than $200 to one dethings are comparative.I could
and making other warlike preparations. The Logan introduced a bill to equalize the bounties of
positor in one day.
soldiers, sailorsand marinesof the late war for the back again into the jungle, to reappear
a great
have served
Burmese residents at Rangoon have been sum- Union; also a bill for the relief of the Chicago SolBut the
A
Orleans dispatch announces moned home, tho King threatening to have diers’ and Citizens’ Colonv. Referred.The Senate a little further
their country and their time with em^>
The House was did not lose his presence of mind, and nent ability. But a man’s public usethat the banks of that city have resumed full their families executed in case of non-compli- then adjourned until the 25th.
ance
From Egypt it is reported that the In session but a short time, and transacted no busi- presently hit upon a device by which he
fulness
largely
circumpayment in currency ..... A Paducah (Ky ) disKhedive has yielded to tho demand of Rivers ness. Adjournedtill the 25th.
might possibly outwit his
This
patch says: “Jerry Ewing (colored) wasseized Wilson and M. De Blignieresfor tho retention
stances. Mr. Lincoln, for instance, had
Neitherhouse of Congress was in session on plan was suggested by the lion’s
by twelve masked men and shot to death, after of Riaz Pasha as Minister of tho Interior.Tho
a great opportunity,and
was equal
tho 22d, but the committees of the House and
which, a bag of sand being tied to his body, ho crisis is thus virtually ended.
that the brute was

THE

A

bate

Bushman

Sherman

!

i

The

j

men

way
The

j

assured that he had

'

“Whom

of

New Orleans

men of your time?”

Tho

would be

to

name

on.

New

many men who

bushman

-

—

on

depends

foe.

own

conduct. Aware

waa thrown into the Ohio river.” He had been
detected in a brutal assault upon a yonng white

he

to it. If circumstances

had

not

found

Senate Democraticcaucus to make recommenda- ahead of him, he dodged to tho right,
floatingbattery Arrohim ; if he had not been the right man,
tions concerning the order of business for tho exand feeling pretty sure of the lion’s at the right time, in the right place, he
girl
gante foundered during a storm in the Medittra session held a joint meeting. The first queswhereabouts, resorted to the course of
would have remained in obscurityall
Patrick Smith and Julius Christian, erranean sea, off Hyeres, France, and forty- tion discussed was whether the politicallegislaquietly watching his movements. When
seven
men
out
of
a
crew
of
122
were
drowned.
his life. I regard Henry Clay as forenegroes, convicted of tho murder of John C.
tion desired by the dominantparty In Con- the lion discovered that the man had
Lacy (white) on tho 7th of January last, were — Prof. Anderson , the famous chess-player, gre88 should bo effectedby the passageof a sep- suddenly disappeared from the path, he most among the men laboring all their
lives to elevate themselves, and who
hanged, on the 25th of March, at New Kent has just died at Breslau ____ Switzerlandhas
decided to restore capital punishment ____
°A
perplexed. He roared labored always for tho object by proCourt House, Va.
Emperor W'illiam, of Germany,celebratedhis dimmed, .f.er . di,Cu.,ion u,.t th, i.tter ! with mortificationwhen he espied the ; motingthe welfare of the country, and

The French

1

Z

i

WASHINGTON.

The President has nominated

the fol-

j

lowing Consula-General:James Roily Weaver,
of West Virginia, for Vienna, and David H.
Daily, of Ohio, for

82d birthdayon the 22d of March ____ The German shipping trade is very much depressed,
and a large number of tho owners of sailing
vessels have decidednot to put them into commission this spring.

,

A

Shanghai

Large subscriptionsare being made

Paris dispatch announces

death of Mario, the celebrated tenor

to the Government 4-per-contrefunding cer-

,

____

the
The

j

French Chamber of Deputies has voted, by a

— A general conrt-martialhas boon largo majority, to remove the scat of governraont from Versailles to Paris.
ordered for tho trial of Cols. Stanley of the
Twenty-second Infantry,and W\ B. Hazen, of
The King of Burmah is engaged in
the Sixth Infantrv.... Federal appointments:
fortifying his capital, in anticipation of British
Gen. Francis A. W alkor. Superintendentof the
forthcoming census; Clarence King, Director interference. . .The Greek Minister of Foreign
of the Geologicaland Geographical Survey.
Affairs has sent a circular to the powers invoktificates

i

'

.

The charge that

is

made

against Sen-

ator Ingallsin Washington is that he bought
thirteen members of the Kansas Legislature to
vote for him. He claims that political enmity
alone is at the bottom of the asseverations.

Senator Jonas, the new Democratic
Senator from Louisiana,docs not hesitate to
say that he will do all he can to oust Kellogg
and seat Judge Spofford, Kellogg's former contestant.

The

President has nominated John

B. Hamilton, of Illinois,Supervising Surgeon

ing their mediationon the frontier question be-

tween Greece and

Turkey ____ Tho London
Tours reports that there were shocks of earthquake in Northern Persia during the 22d and
23d of March. Minaeh was much damaged,
and tho adjacentvillages of Tark and Manuan
totally destroyed. Out of 1,100
1,
inhabitants only
a few escaped death

Fresh

cases of plague are reported in

the Astrackan district,and Gen. Mclikoff has
been sent back. He will destroya considerable

Appointments by the President; To
Dr. 8. M. Bemis, of

New

Orleans, La.

;

:

Dr. H.

I. Bowdisch, of Boston; Dr. J. L Cabell, of
Charlottesville,Va. ; Dr. II. A. Johnson, of Chicago; Dr. Stevens Smith, New York city; Dr.
T. 8. Verdi, of W’ashmgton. and Dr. Robert W\
Mitchell, of Memphis. Henry W. White, of
New Jersey, to be Assistant’Collector of the
Port of Jersey Ci,y. William J. Pollock, of
Illinois,to be Indian Inspector.

POLITICAL:

Western Republican Senators complain very

much

at the action of the Repub-

the

course would bo the mont expedient. The next
question couaidered was whether tho politicalporUona of the Appropriationbills should now bo
passed in the name terms in which tney were passed
at the last session, or whetherthe repealingclauses
in regard to tho Federal Election laws should bo
modified ro as to repeal only those sections
which authorize tho appointment of Chief
Supervisors and Deputy Marshals for elections,together with tho sections conferring police powers
on Supervisors,thus continuingthe authorization
for the appointment
of two Supervisors of different
pollUca to serve in a testimonial capacity at each
poll as witnesses of the count of vote* After an
exhaustive dlscnsslon, it was decided to recommend tho adoption of a modified proposition.
Tho joint meeting also considered whether
the legislationof the present session bo strictly
confined to tho Appropriationbills, Including the
measuresabove indicated,or whether general business should bo transacted by either house when
not engaged on an Appropriationbill. A decided
majority favored the restrictionto tho Appropriation bills, and tho enactment of what Is known as

bushman peeping at him oxer the grass. jhe interestsof
le Horace
The bushman at once changed hia posi- Greeley labored with equally pure
ion, while the hon stood irresolutem motiTe ^ x think to‘ th^ ‘oint
the path to lowing with Ins eye the where he allowed his ambition torulo
shifting block man. In another mo- ; him. j knuw him intimatelvfor years,
ment the little man rustled the reeds, ; A truerj more u8eful a„d more devoted
vanished aid showed again at another practicalphilosopherI never knew,
poult. The great brute wus first con- ; Hc Shared with a single eye and a
fused, and then alarmed. It evidently single heart and both hands for th(‘ public
began to dawn upon him that ho had good, till he thought he < ould be still
mistaken the position of matters, and ! m0re useful in office. He was a frank,
that he was the hunted party. Tho i l,one8t man, with notliing tricky about
bushman, who clearly recognized what ],jm, ipho TCry moment he found his
was passing in his enemy smind, did not aspirations in conflict with Mr. Seward,
pause to let the hon recover his startled he ,Tote that weU-known letter dissolvwits. He began to steal gradually tow- mg the political partnership which had
art! the foe, who, now in a complete
existed between ub."— Interview with
state of doubt and fear, fairly turned Thurlow Weed.
tho “ Yellow Fever bill."
tail and decamped, leaving the plucky
The Senate was tho scene of a long and warm
and ingenious little bushman master of
political debate on the 24th, over the resolution of
THE MARKETS.
the situation.— C7ia»i6e?y Journal.
Mr. Wallace (Democrat) to proceed to the election
Senate. The Republicans opposed
removalof the old officers, and charged the
Dcmocratt*,in pursuing such a course, with a violation of precedent and custom as old
as tho Senate itnelf. Tho Democrats urged
the removal of tho old office™ because
they had made themselvesunusuallyconspicuous
as partisans while the Republicanparty held sway
in the Senate, particular stressbeing laid upon the
case of George C. Gorham, the old Secretary of the
Senate. A circularsigned by him during the campaign of 1878 was produced by the Democrats,
'nits circular stated that “it is almost certain
that the next Senate will be Democratic,”
and assertsthat, “foremostamong the schemes of
that party is the intention to attempt the revolutionary expulsion from his office of the President.”
The Democrats, during the debate, pronounced the
circularfalse in every particular,and held that any
man guilty of signing his name to it was unfit to
bo Becretaryof the Senate. Tho Republicans defended Gorham, and claimed that the

NEW YORK.

of officers of the
the

Cost of Congressional Contests.

Beeves ...........................
$9 00 @1150
Hoos ..............................
4 U0 @ 4 70
Cotton ............................ 9ft@ 10^
Flouh— Superfine..................
3 25 @ 8 75
W tt rat — No. 2 .....................Ill @1141$
Cohn— Western Mixed .............
45
Oats— Mixed ...................... 31
32
Ryk— Western ..................... 59 (<i 60
I'ork— Mess .......................9 40 Ct4l0 75
Laud .............................. 6
6)6

There is a provision in the Sundry
Civil bill passed by the last Congress
limiting the amount to be paid to each
43^@
contestant or coutestee for a seat in
C4
either house of Congress to $2,000. In
the last Congress there were twenty- six
CHICAGO.
parties to contests, and to these there
Drentelen, Chief of the Gendarmerie. Ho was
Graded Steers ..... 4 W> (3 5 40
was paid by tho same bill $46,616. The Berve8-C1io1cc
.Cows
and
Heifers
........ 2 75 (3 3 !XI
driving along the Neuva quay, when a man on
cost of these twenty- six election cases, inMedium to Fair ........ .. 4 25
50
horseback fired twice into his carriage window.
3
(!$ 4 40
The General was not hurt. Tho would be ascluding the sum named, which was paid Hoos ..............................
Flouu— Fancy White Winter Ex ... 5 25 <# 5 60
sassin rode a short distance, then leaving his
as salary and expenses, was about
Good to Choice Spring Ex S 75 (ft 4 50
horse escaped.
91
$80,000, or on an average of more than Wueat— No. 2 spring ..............8H
No. 3 Spring .............. 81
$3,000 for each man. Not half of these Corn— No. ........................33 ® 84
Dispatchesfrom India report a battle
21
22
cases were ever determined by the Oath— No. .......................
between 3,000 British troops and a largo force
Rye -No. ........................ 45
46
House, and in those which were consid- Baulky— No. ..................... 71
of Afghans, in which the latter were defeated
72
then existantfacts justified tho issuing of the cirered
by
the
Committees
on
Elections,
27
Butter— Choice Creamery ......... *22
with tho loss of 200 men
.The Queen of En- cular. Alter a five hours’ debate, participatedin
13
gland started on a tour to the Continent by Messrs. Anthony. Hamlin. Wallace, Conkling, very much of the evidence taken was Eouit— Freeh ....................... 12
Pouk— Mesa ........................
S 25 <g)0 20
of Europe on tho 25th of March.... Bayard, Beck, Voorhees,Blaine, and Eaton, tho ex parte or irrelevant. In the case of Lard ..............................
6X<9 6)4
A Paris dispatch says that Paul do C’assagnac Wallace resolution was adoptedby a strict party
MILWAUKEE.
justifies his vote favoring the return of tho vote, and all of the Democraticcaucus nominations Nutting vs. Reilley, of the Thirteenth Wheat— No. .................... 97 ^ 1 0(1
Chambers to Paris, on the ground that tho for officers of tho Senate were elected. - The Pennsylvania district, the testimony
91
No. ..................... 90
return will lie a deliberate act of suicide on tho House n as not in session.
34
covered more than 1,200 closely- printed Corn— No. ....................... 8-3
28
«P
24
part of tho republic.
A communication from the Secretaryof the
Oats— No. ..................
pages, much of wliich was ruled out on
46
Rye No. ....................... 45
Treasury, in answer to Mr. Wallace’s resolution
69
70
the ground of irrelevancy. The case
calling for informationin regard to foes paid
ST. LOUIS. _
____
was
never
acted
upon,,
but
the
GovFORTY-SIXTHCOXORESS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall ........... 1 M @ 1 03
Deputy Marshalsin electionsin October and Noernment paid the parties to tho contest
...................... £
S
vember,was laid before the Senate on March 25.
Oats- No. . ........................®
[extra bkrhion.]
Mr. Hoar called up his resolution declarlifgthe $4,000 each. The Bisbee case, which
..........................
48
The Senate, on the second day of the session, failureof ope house to pass the appropriation bills, was taken up and settled just before the Pork— Mess .......................
*9.
19th, went to work u If It meant baalneu. Nuexcept upon conditionof repealof the existing laws, adjournment, cost $0,000. If the new
CINCINNATI.
merous bille were Introduced: One, by Ur. Eaton, is revolutionary,and took the floor for a speech. law had been in operation at the time
Wheat ............................
1
1
Mr. Hoar took tho ground that there Is no
to revive the Court of Commisaloneuof the Alathe entire cost of these twenty-sixcon- Corn ..............................
SI
historicalprecedent for the refusalof the douse to
bama Claims;by Ur. Bnrnalde,to reorganizethe grant supplies except upon the conditions it has tests could only have been a little more Oam .....
...................
®
Rye ..........................
65
56
army, and by Ur. Beck, to remove all political dlsv fixed. Tho notion that Englishhistory furnishes
than $50,000, ‘being a saving of over Pork — Meta .......................
@10 25
warrants
for
this
action
was
a
mistake.
He
went
bilities Imposed by the Fourteenth articleof the
Lard ...............
8*
back into Englishhistory and made numerous $30,000.
TOLEDO.
constitution;also, a bill to repeal the ac* of July, citations. At tho close of Mr. Hoar's apeech the
Wheat— Amber Michigan... ...... 1 04 3 1 OS
1862, requiring the test oath. Mr. Edmunds offered Senate adjourned.- In the House, Messrs.
No. 2 Red ................1 06 $ 1 07
Hard on the Neighbors.
a preambleand resolution,with a view to confining Harris and Cox asked leave to introCorn— No. ..........
89 (^ 86
tho biiRinesR of the extra session to the objects duce rcstflutiona, but Mr. Conger stated
When the A. B. C. F. M. held its Oam— No. ........
27
88
for which It was called. The President’s nies- he would object to tho introduction of anything annual meeting in Hartford, Ct., some
DETROIT.
ssge was received,read and referred. It ia aa folunless it had reference to the appropriation bills,
Floub— Choice.... ................6 00 @8 23
lowa;
^whereupon the House adjourned.- The joint two or three years ago, the Rev. Dr. Wheat— No. 1 White ..............1 08
Fellmo-Utiun*of the Senate and ffbuteof Rtpre- committee of tho Senate and House Democratic P
, of New Jersey, was a guest of
No. 1 Amber..
..... 1 00
tentative*: The failure of the last Congress to
caucus held another meeting, at which the report of
. One day, while at dinner, Cobh- No. 1........ ...............86
make the requisite approprietious for legislative the joint sub-committec was receivedand considered. Mrs. B
Oam— Mixed ................
...... 28
and judicialpurposes, for tho expenses of the sev- The result of the proceedings was an agreementto the topic “ the prayer of faith ” came Baelet (per cental) ...............1 00
eral executivedepartments of the Government, attach preciselythe same amendments to the LegisPOEE-Mees.....
..................
10 00
and for the support of the army, baa made lative bill as paaaed the House at the laat aeaaion,- up in tho course of conversation,and
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
It necessary to csll a sessionof the Forty-sixth
without the modifleationasuggested and favorably Mrs. W — , Mrs.B — ’smother, who was Cattle— Beet ......................
6 85
Congress. The estimates of the appropria- considered at the last meeting of the committee. a strong advocate of the doctrine, cited
Fair ......................
4 50
tions needed, which were sent to Congress They, however, agreed to provide for two Superkjy the Secretary of tho Treasuryat the opening visor* of Elections,after stripping them of every this incident: A farmer in Kansas HOQE. Common. ............. 88 80
25
ol
>f last session, are renewed, and are herewith function except that ol witnesses.
,
during the grasshopperplague prayed Sheep .............................
4 40

number of infected houses, and make a de-

termined effort to arrest the further developGeneral of tho United States Marino Hospital ment of the pestilence. The approach of the
warm season increases the danger.
service; John M. Wilson, of Ohio, Consul at
Panama; Jefferson P. Kidder,of Dakota, AsAn unsuccessfulattempt was recently
sociate Justice of tho Supremo Court of Damarie at St. Petersburg to assassinate Gen. Von
kota.

be members of the National Board of Health
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lican caucus in giving to the East all of the

XT\ 1

three Chairmanships of committees accorded
_____ ___ At.
rw.
1

i*indem, Ui oeuaior
Ferry, who has been President pro tem. of tho
Senate, and ia the oldest Senator from the West
in length of aervice, waa entitled to one of the
three Chairmanships which were given to

Messrs.Edmunds, Anthony and Conklmg.

The

National Executive Committee
of the National Greenbackparty has issued
an addressto the people of the United States

in which they state that no dependence is
to bo placed on the professions of tho
avowed friends to tho cause; that the
hope for financialrelief within old party
Itoea has been extinguished, and that
they have been, in several instances, misled by
nommeos of the party and others wfto obtain^
its support It is only possible through a haw

SnlSh the
Um d
ftoddend.
adP,U?'
8flha11 acoomphsh
desired
To *hich
succeed,
a uniform effort must be made, and a position bold,
and un<*™prom«big

The Democrats

of

Rhode

Island

have

ominatod the following State ticket:Governor, Thomas

W. Loganj

Lieutenant Gov-
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FROM THE STATE CAPITAL

against the

Kalamazoo Insane Asylum

have examined over seventy witnesses
Lansing, March 22, 1879.
and taken abofit 5,000 folios of testiTHE LEGISLATIVE TEMPERANCE SOCIETY mony. The committee will return to
Held a rousing meeting in the Hall of Kalamazoo next Monday.
Col. Ingersoll,of your State, had a large
the Senate last Wednesday evening,for
audience at the Opera House, in this
the purpose of effecting its organization.
city, Thursday night, to hear his eloSenator Childs was chosen President of quent lecture on “The Liberty of Man,
the society, with one Vice President Woman and Child.” Members of the
from each Congressional district in the Legislature are freely discussing the

State. State Superintendent of Public
InstructionGower was made Secretary

lecture to-day.

John Harmon, Prof. Watson, R. A.
Beal, and other well-known lobbyists,
and Treasurer. The prospect for the are spending much time here looking
enactment of a prohibitory liquor law after matters now pending in the Legisseems to be “growing small’ and beauti- lature.
fully less.” The radical temperance Mrs. Laura S. Haviland, now 70 years
men in the House claim that they can of age, but bright and active, is a guest
muster forty votes in that body, thus of a lady friend in this city. This noble
leaving sixty tax-law members. In the lady was the founder of our State
Senate the proportion of prohibition Public School, and is well known for
members is less, probably, than in the her philanthropic labor as an abolitionHouse. The present Tax law will most ist and a friend of ^the soldiers and
likely be made a trifle more stringent freedmen.
in its provisions.
President Angell’s address on “The
THE AGRICULTURALCOLLEGE.
Relations of the Universityto the
The Agricultural College Appropria- State ” was statistical and scholarly, and
tion bill was thoroughly discussed in will no doubt have a good effect on legthe Senate last Tuesday. The bill islation. He formed the acquaintance
calls for more than $44,000 for the en- of many members of the Legislature, as
suing two years. Some of the Senators did also Col. Ingersoll. G. W. H.
bill

on the ground that the

sum asked for is too much ; others attacked the college on general principles, contending that the school is an

elephant upon the hands of the taxpayers; that it is an impractical and
visionaryaffair, etc. One item in the
bill appropriates$4,000 for the erection
of a professor’sresidence. Senator
Childs very warmly defended the college, contending that it is doing a good
work throughout the State in the way
of educating and refining the agricult'tiralmasses. One unfortunate feature
of the instruction imparted at the Agricultural College is this — that the sons
of rich farmers frequently receive the
benefit of the same, and immediately
thereafter enter the professionof law or
medicine. Thus, it will be noticed, this
class of young men “smouge” their
education from the State. The farmers
of the State, as a whole, I do not think
regard the Agricultural College as a
very practical training school for their
sons. The theoreticalpart of the instruction may be well enough in its
way, but theory alone cannot make a
successful farmer. It is not likely,
however, that the college will ever fail
for want of State aid, as the agricultural
element in Michigan ought to and will
be recognized.
BODY -SNATCHING.
The House, the other day, by a vote
of 07 to 4, passed a bill to prevent bodysnatching by punishing the perpetrators
by fines of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment from one to ten years. In
flew of all the body-snatching which
has taken place at Ann Arbor within
the past two or three years, this bill
ought speedily to become a law, and,

having become a law, should be most
rigidly enforced. The public sentiment
of the State will back up and energize
such a manifestlyrighteous law.

THE ABORTION BILL.

eh?

“I can’t,

Pethspi? X never

pbyed

of

a Great En^biecr.

:

!

:

during

^ .

*

produced

-

the winter of 1813, John h»d
t,hc *?mL
Can’t
help the social,
we~
a
7 -- k ,,',|n
------ Martha—
----- nun-mill
saw-mill Ul
of lUgUUlOUS
ingenious COnBlTOCUOn,
construction,
n“n
and had planned a pumping-enginede- m
>7 Hoyle.
signed to
__ clear
____ the
______
mines of water.
„MVW.
In about two minutes she jumped two
men and went into the king row, shoutThe frame of the saw-mill was of wood
the saw-blade was made from a watch- ing:
“ Crown him 1 crown him 1 I’ve got
spring, and the crank which actuated it
a king!”
was cast from a broken tin spoon. A
“ One would think by your childish
file, borrow’ed from a neighboringblacksmith, to cut the teeth, a gimlet, and the actions that you never played a game
ubiquitous jack-knife,were the only before ! ” he growled out.

1

_

-

;

“ I

A mucli
more ambitious undertaking was the
pumping-engine.The year before,
tools available for this work.

In the country they eat less of such
viands.

Tramps are defined by Michigan law
to be “ persons refusing to work for the
usual and common wages given to other
persons for like work in the place where
they be.”

A sign before a Boston grocery reads
as follows :

“Wooden pails, 6 cents

each.

Notice— We did not steal these pails,
but we think the man we bought them

“
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,
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:
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—
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veyors; amending the law relativeto trespasses on public lands, so that the Commissioner of the State Land Office may settle
cases of trespass without legal proceedings;
preventinginfection of foot-rot among sheep;
relating to the annual meeting of the Super-annuated Aid Society of the Methodist Epis
copal Church,

Wednesday, March 19.— Senate.— The SenGame law, the principalprovisions of which are as follows : No person
shall hunt deer in the Upper Peninsula from
Sept 1 to Dec. 15, or in the Lower Peninsula
from Oct 1 to Nov. 15. It also forbids hounding deer in the Upper Peninsula a
any time during the year. No person
shall kill wild turkev, except during
October, November or Docemlxr of each year.
Killing woodcock is allowed only between
ate passed the

Sept. 1 and Jan. 1. Shooting praine chickens,
partridge, grouse and wild ducks is allowed between Sept 1 and Jan. 1. Other wild water
fowls or snipe to be killed only between May 1
and Sept 1
The Senate also passed the bill
to authorize the allowance of injunctions by
Circuit Judges of adjoining judicial dittricts in certain cases : also the bill to
amend the law relative to Justice courtn.

—

House.— Bills were passed: To promote the
early extension of the Menominee railroad
through the Menomineeiron range; to provide
for the care and preservation of estates of per-

«
•

_

gine was to be operated by a wind-mill,
and here the youthful inventor was at cranberriesat the door as he was closing
fault. He had heard much about a up for the night, and asked him if
wind-mill, but had never seen one. Fol- he was waiting for his wife to come
along.
lowing, as well as ho could, the descrip“Well, not exactly; I stopped here to
tion of those who had had the happifeel
in my pocket for the key of the
ness to view this wonderful machine, he
succeeded in constructingon paper the
^ 8\ia^ 8^eeP on the hay to-night,
mechanism connecting the crank of the
wop t cure that cold in my
wind-mill shaft with the pump levers, iea(^
Detroit Free Preett.
hut how to turn the mill to the changThe Medical Ice Hat.
ing wind he could not divine. FortDr.
Richardson
believes that by icing
unately, John’s father made a visit to
blood
that
went
through
the carotids to
the wind-mill,and, in describing what
the
brain,
and
blood
that
came hack
he had seen, spoke of a “ hall and socket
joint.” The hint was sufficient ; the hoy through the jugulars, we should directly
rushed to his drawing table and hail lower the temperatureof the brain itsoon added a hall and socket joint where self; and probably it may have been
the connecting rod for the driving crank done’experimentally,hut in practice it
joined the pump lever. With the ex- was not found easy. It was difficultto
ecution of this drawing began John keep any kind of cravat or collar that
Ericsson’s mechanical career. The was tried, with ice, round the neck of
plan conceived and executed under such the patient ; it slipped off, and the old
discouraging circumstances by a mere India-rubber hag, or ice helmet, so well
child attracted the attention of Admiral known in lunatic asylums, had to be reCount Platen, the President of the sorted to. After a time Mr. Thornton
Gotha ship canal, on which Ericsson’s combined a particular form of cap,
father was employed, and one of Swed- which answers the purpose extremely
well.
pall. of
eu’s great men. “Continue as you
’ ^ .P
0^. water,
^’a^Pr» with
w^b aa large
larg

m
i?n
'

A

The followingis the full text of RepKuhn’s Abortion bill, which
has been so hotly discussed in the
House this week. The bill will probably become a law, and thereby society,
to some extent at least, will bo saved

sons missing or absent and supposed to’ be
dead; to authorize Boards of Supervisors of
begun and you will one day produce ’umP °1 ice in iU i8 placed above th
counties to appoint Probate Registers;toamend
Pa^en^ aud Ih® stream o
the laws relative to vesting with police powers something extraordinary,”
Marshals and their deputies at State and county the Count of his young protege. Rich- ^ce wa^r nins through the cap, which i
fairs ; to provide for the restoration of certain
ly has the prophecy been fulfilled. formed of a coil of India rubber tubini

villages of the State :
Section 1. Tht People of the Slate of ifiehigan enact: Every pregnant woman above the
ago of 15 yearn snail bo deemed guilty of the
crime of abortion if at any time during her
pregnancy she shall take any medicine,drug, or
substance whatever,or shall use or employ, or
permit any person to use or employ upon her
person,any instrument with intent ’to destroy
the life of the child of which she is pregnant,
and shall be punished,if convicted, by a tine
not less than $25 nor more than $500, or by
imprisonmentin the State prison or House of
Correctionat Detroit, of not less than three
months nor more than two years, or by both
fine and imprisonment in tlie discretion of the
court, unless it shall appear on the trial of her
case that in giving birth to such child, the taking of such drugs or the use of instruments
became necessaryto save her own life.
Sec. 2. Every person who shall advise
any pregnant woman to take drugs or medicine,
or to employ other means for the purpose of
causingan abortion, shall bo deemed guilty of
misdemeanor, and if convictedshall be punished by a fine not less than $25 nor more than
•500, or by imprisonmentin the State prison,
or State House of Correction at Detroit, not less
than three months, nor more than two years,
or by both such fine and imprisonment,in the
discretion of the court; provided,that if it be
found necessary by two competent physiciansto
produce abortion for the purpose of saving life,
and they shall so advise, they shall not bo
deemed guilty of misdemeanor under the provisions of this act

board of three School Examinei-s; against the

resentative

ALL SORTS.

checkers before yo» was betffr.”
She saw a chance to jump two siore
An economical family of three perCol. W. C. Church contributesto the
men
and
gave
up
tb«
point, but as she sons near. Wilmington, Del., live on 20
April Scribner a notable and importa^
centa a day.
paper on Ericsson, the engineer, in- moved he cried out
“Put^
them
right
back
there
1
I’ve
The San Francisco Bulletin says
ventor of steam fire-engines, the screw
propeller, the Monitor, etc., etc., etc. As concluded not to move backward, even that the total arrivals of Chinese at
that port in 1878 were «, 675, and the dewill be seen by the following extract if Hoyle does permit it ,f
She gave in again, bnt when he partures 6,071.
from the magazine, with Ericsson, as
with others, “the child is father to the jumped a man her nose grew red, and
Since Paris opened her first horse
she cried out
man
butchery 132,133 horses, 4,870 asses,
“I .didn
didn’t
mean
move there ; I was and 203 mules have been eaten there.
Before he was 11 years old,
* 111
ean to
0 nj
The Boyhood

know enough to beat you ! ”
You do, eh? Some folks are awful from did.”
smart.”
The current feeling among thinking
“ And some folks ain’t! ” she snapped, men in Germany seems to bo that, howwhen only 9 years of age, young Ericsever ably Prince Bismarck may deal
son had made the acquaintance of draw- as her king captured another man.
ing instruments in one of the draught ““ What
What in
in thunder are you jumping with politics,he knows nothing about
finance.
offices of the grand ship canal of that way for.
Sweden, and learned how these instru- ! ..
.8 can JfimP any way
A great East African company is to
“ No, he can’t.
ments were used to lay out the work of
be formed in London on the model of
construction in advance. Meanwhile, “ Yes, he can! ”
the extinguished East India Company.
“ Don’t talk back to me, Martha Grat- Sir John Lubbock and Capt. Burton
Proceedings of the Leginlature.
his father had removed to the depths of
Tuesday, March 18.— Senate.— Bills wore a pine forest, where he selected the tan ! I was playing checkers when you are among its promoters.
passed: Admitting school, church and literary timber for the lock-gates of the canal. were in your cradle ! ”
When we humans are asked for a^
“ I don’t care.
care- 1 can jump two men dollar to help bury a poor fellow, we
societies to membershipin the Mutual Fire In this wilderness, a quill and pencil
the whichever way you move!”
Insurance Company; restricting the payment were the boy’s utmost resources in the
shell out immediately, but there ore
He looked down on the board, saw those among us who would not give
of contracts payable in the Upper Peninsula way of drawing tools. Like Crusoe on
swamp lands to the lands of the county in wnich his island, he had to begin at the be- that such was the case, and roared out
the dollar to the poor fellow before he
the work is performed ; to repeal sections of the
“ You moved twice to my once ! ”
died.
CompiledLaws of 1878, relatingto grading ginning. He made compasses of birch
“I haven’t!”
the price of tuition in school districts,and mak- wood, with needles inserted in the ends
Franck produced, in the year ending
ing sundry amendments to the School law; of their legs. A pair of steel tweezers, .
my oa^ y°u have ! I can’t September last, the enormous amount
amending the Compiled Laws in referenceto
dressinc:-' P ay against any such blackleg prac- of over 800,000,000pounds of beet-root
obtained from his mother’s dressingtaxing.... The bill changing judicial circuits
tices!”
case, were converted into a drawing pen,
sugar. There are 501 manufactories of
passed in the followingshape: First circuit—
“Who’s 7 blackleg? You not onl
and me
the same goou
good moiuer
mother was perper- i , . y , a
yu'
Hillsdale and Lenawee; Fourth— Jackson and auu
beet-root sugar in that country, and all
......
Ingham; Seventh— Shiawassee,Livingstonand suaded, after much entreatv, to allow her c „ted, but you tried to lie out of it!
successful.
„i __ i.
____
-r i.
i.., Board
Genesee; Sixteenth—Macomb and St Clair; sable cloak
to be
robbed of
hair________
enough
^oard and
and checkers
checkers fell
fell Lefwoc
between
Gen. Crook’s Court of Inquiry conTwenty-second — Washtenaw and Monroe;
j —
I - ? i
»» them. He could get his hat on quicker
to ---provide
material
for two small
Twenty-fourth— Sanilac, Huron and Tuscola.
cerning
the Cheyenne massacre at Fort
than she could find her bonnet, and that
House— Bills passed: Appropriating$32,000 brushes with which to apply the coloring was the only reason why he got out of Robinson, Neb., attaches no blame to
at that time deemed essential in all meper annum for the State Public School at Coldany one in the military service, and
chanical drawings. The pumping en- the house first. A Woodward avenue
water; relating to the duties of County Surgrocer found him sitting on a basket of recommends no further action. Gen.
'

opposed the

JOHN ERICSSON.

have

prophesied

market
Ericsson was appointed a cadet in the j ^ned wi^1 linen. That is placed upoi
Thursday,
March20.—
Senate.— The followfrom the fearful crime of child-murder,
Swedish corps of mechanicalengineers ! ^ie Pa^®nt s head, and it is made of dil
now so common in the large cities and ing petitions were presented:For a county when he was 12
1*2 years
vears old,
nlfi. was
\rns soon
snnn f®r®nt sizes and shapes to fit the pa
State lands to the

promoted to nivelleur(leveler) tient ; the other extremity of the tub
age of 13 was put ia is put into a second pail at the side o:
quackery; against any and all bills to interfere
the bed, and by this means the head it
with the rights of free American citi- charge of a section of the ship canal
iced. The effect in lowering the tern
over
which
his
friend,
the
Count,
prezens to sell and use wine, beer and liquors,
as an infringementof constitutional liberty and sided. Six hundred of the royal troops, perature is very marked, the thermome
a poor testimonial to the morals of the people; at work upon this section,looked for ter in almost all instances indicating i
against increasing taxes in the city of Detroit;
directions in their daily work to this fall of temperature within an hour. I:
against the passage of any and all prohioitory
the temperature he rising it is checked
liquor laws; against the passage of the law to child, among whose necessaryattendants
establish a SuperiorCourt of Battle Creek; for was one who followed after him with and if very high it can he lowered, ant
the passage of a prohibitorv liquor law; the stool uiion which he stood to raise so time is gained for the recovery of the
passage of the

bill

to protect the people from

after

and at the

against the enactment of the Maine law.,..
patient.— cientific A m erican.
Bills passed : To amend and reenact the act himself to the height of his leveling into organizeRoscommon county.
struments. The amusements of this

House —Mr. Cheney introduced a

resolu-

tion asking the House to send a respectful message to the Governor asking

him to return to

a

the House the resolution relieving the Chicago

_

A Candid Opinion,
hoy-engineer are indicated by his possessionat the age of 15 of a portfolio A Detroit lawyer, famous for his wis
of drawings, made in his leisure mo- an(^ aPd candid opinions, was the othe
_____
i
« n
aif
n
ments, giving maps of the most import- day visited by a young attorney, whe
ant parts of the grand canal, 300 miles explained
“I was admitted to the bar two yean
in length, and showing all the machinery and implements used in its construc- ago, and I think I know something
tion. Many important works upon this about law, yet the minute I arise to ad
canal, which opens an inland channel dress a jury I forget all my points anc
across Sweden from the Baltic to the can say nothing. Now, I want to asli
North sea, were constructed from draw- you if this doesn’t show lack of confi
ings made
****•'*'-' by Ericsson at an age when
CTUUIA dence in myself, and how can I over

a! •

^.T

21.—

Senate—

ABSTRACTS OF LAND TITLE.
Controlof State Swamp Lands to make approThe Senate spent Thursday forenoon in priation to lay out, open and construct drains
discussing a bill “To enable Boards of or water-courses;to amend the law to provide
Supervisors to procure abstracts of land for the floating of logs and timber in streams;
titles, to provide for the Register of relative to the reorganizationof the military
forces;relative to primary schools, and approDeeds keeping the same up, and to reg- priating $1,(XX)for the Pioneer Societyfor the
ulate their fees to be charged for trans- years 1879 and 1880.
A joint resolution to aucripts thereof.’ The bill provides that thorize the Adjutant General to compile and
Boards of Supervisors,if so disposed, publish in one report the service of Michigan
regiments in the war for the suppressionof the
may procure, at the expense of the Rebellionwas passed.
county, abstracts of titles to lands, and
House— Billa were passed: To amend the
keep the same in books which shall be laws of 1809 relative to the executionof deeds
kept in the Register’soffice as public by the Auditor General; to amend chapter 7 of
records, and the Registers shall add the laws of 1871 in regard to the Governor; to
thereafter each transfer, encumbrance, prohibit catchingspeckledtrout from any lake,
etc., without any compensation, and that river, or stream in Oceana county; to confer
Registers shall furnish oopies of such certain powers upon manufacturing companies.
.Both houses adjourned at noon until Monabstracts at from 50 cents to $1 for entry day evening at half-past 8.
of the first conveyance, and 6 to 15
Monday, March 24.— Both bousea of the
cents for each subsequentconveyance. legislaturemet at 8:30 p. m , pursuant to adSenator Farr warmly advocated the journment on Friday.Numerous petitions wers
passage of the bill, but was vigorously presented,bnt no business of a general charac'opposed by Senators Patterson,Hodge,
ter transacted.
Childs and others, they contending that
such a law would tend to litigation and
knavery. Finally the bill was amended
The late Elihu Burritt was called on
to apply only to the counties of Allegan some years ago to decipher a blindlyand Ottawa, whose people, according to written Danish will from the West InSenators Lewis and Farr, wish it in this dies, after it had been the ronnd of sevform. As amended it passed the com- eral leading colleges. He accomplished
mittee.
the task in two weeks, however, and
MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.
charged only what he would have earned
The committee to investigate charges in the same time at his forge.
.

.

.

|

Bills passed:

provide for the dischargeof the duties of

injunctionmaster; to authorize the Board, of

.

till

have been expected to come 1l‘, M
The wise attorneyshut
he found playing foot-hall.

county.

Friday, March

To

1

vri

:

and Lake Huron railroad from some back taxes.
After discussion the resolution was tabled .....
Bills passed: To authorize the TownshipBoard
of Escanaba, Delta county, to settle and discharge a judgment rendered in the Circuit
Court in favor of said township against Edward
P. Lott, defaultingTreasurer; to amend the
law relative to the charter of the city of Flint;
to enable the city of East Haginaw’toprovide
for the payment of bonded indebtedness by
the issue and sale of bonds; to reorganizeRos- he might rather

common

O

.

.

Up

That Checker-Board.
weeks ago such

to three

as a checker-hoard was never

his eyes an
studied the case for a moment befor
answering
j “My young friend, if it is lack c
confidence in yourself it will some da
vanish, but, if it is lack of brains, yo
had better sell out your office effect
and buy a pick-ax and a long-handle
:

a thing

known

in

Mr. Grattan’s house. He and his aged
partner have managed to pass the long
evenings very pleasantly,and he supposed they were happy enough until a
friend from the East paid them a flying
visit and asserted over and over a!gain
that the game of checkers was not only

shovel.”

“But how am

I to determine?” anx

young man.
“ I’d buy the pick-ax,anyhow, am
all the rage there, bat that it served to run my chances!” whispered the age
quicken the perceptive faculties,en- adviser, as he moved over to the peg fo
large the mind and render the brain his overcoat.— Detroit Free Prexs.
more active. After giving the subject
French Laws and Customs.
due thought, Mr. Grattan walked down
There
are many strange anomalies ii
town and purchased a checker-board,
and when evening came he surprisedhis French laws and French customs. 1
good wife by bringing it in from the young girl who recently shot her se
ducer because he refused to keep hi
wood-shed, and saying:
“Well, Martha, we’U have a game or promise of marriage has just been ac
two before we go over to the social. I quitted at Bordeaux ; and yet Frencl
expect to beat you all to flinders, but law takes into no acoount breach o
promise; nor has a girl who has bee:
you won’t care.”
“Of course not, and

4 1 beat

you,

why

“I don’t see anything to grin at,” he

sneered as he

seduced any claim on her lover even fo

_

balloon killed a

Mass.
moved a man backward.

“Herel you
she called oat

can’t

move that way!”

A project is on foot to have the National Guards of Pennsylvania assemble

on the Gettysburg battle-field some
time during the coming summer, and
go into camp for a week. It is intended to make it the largest encampment
ever held in the State.

A rill making prepayment of

poll

has passed
the lower house of the Texas Legislature. One member made a speech in
Spanish, advocating the bill, and said
at the lost election 1,000 Mexicans had
tax a prerequisite to voting

crossed over and voted in Texas.

The London Queen chronicles a
splendid ball given in Paris by Mrs.
Hungerford, a rich American lady, at
which Mrs. Mackey wore white satin,
trimmed in front with a profusion of
red flowers. The sleeves were fastened
up with diamond and sapphire agraffes,
and her shoes were ornamented with
buckles set with large diamonds.
TO A LITTLE GIRL.
with dainty feet,
Blithelyflyingdown the Btreet.
Thu toinAuat heart you would beguile
With your pretty face and winning amlle.
Little girl, you aw very fair:
With your rosy cheeks and flowing hair;
Your eyes are bright, your heart ia young,
And words are music from your tongue.
Little girl, I love you well.
How much my verse can never tell,
Rut If the truth must bo confessed,
I love your grown-up sister beat.
— W. F. Fortin, in Scribner.
Little Rlrl,

A railroad conductorcombats the
current hallucination that the coming
generation of Americans will be puny
and sickly. His experienceof many
years convinces him that the contrary
io the case, and that the average American child of “ under 12 ” who travels on
a half-faro ticket is as large as a boy or
girl of 15 or 16 used to be in anti-railroad days.
Smuggling tobacco is the chief cause
of the depletion of Egypt’s treasury.
Tobacco is the only luxury of the fellah, with whom it is an indispensable
necessity, and from the highest to the
lowest all Egyptians smoke. Hence
the weed would largely replenish the
treasury if the duties on it were paid,
but they are not, the smugglers being
backed by a powerful ring.

The

first

Chinaman who

settled in

San Francisco is said to have arrived
there in 1847, and the news which he
sent homo as to gold discovery speedily
brought a number of his friends. By
1852, 3,000 to 4,000 had arrived. A
company was then formed by Chinamen to aid emigration, and was followed by the establishment of several
other companies. The Chinese popula
tion in San Francisco is about 30,000, of
whom 2,000 are women, 7,000 are servants, and 5,000
are divided up
tions.

cigarmakers.The rest
among various occupa-

iously asked the

the support of a child. The murderei
you won’t care.”
They sat down, and he claimed the man, therefore,committed no illegs
first move. She at once objected, but act, and the girl who took the law int
when he began to grow red in the face her own hands is acquitted, to the grea
she yielded and Jie led off. At the fourth delight of a crowded court.
move she took a man, chuckling as she
The accidental swallowing of a to;
raised him.

Crook approves the finding.

It

is

_

little girl at

Fall Rivei

said that 900 of Tennessee'

1,300 lunatics are confined in jails.

Gloving Chickens.
H. D. Thoreau, says a writer in the
Boston Herald, was once called upon
by Mrs. R. W. Emerson, whose flowergarden was being scratched up by the
hens, to help devise some plan to prevent further damage. After a consideration of ways and means, Mrs. Emerson
hit upon the expedient of patting linen
gloves upon the feet of the gallinaceous
Vandals. Thoreau, who had a keen sense
of humor, restrained the laughter which
was nearly choking him, and gravely,
under Mrs. Emerson’s direction, bandaged the claws of the assembled barnyard in stout linen cloth. For an hour
or so the fowls did no harm, and the
Emerson household was greatly pleased.
Finally there was heard an exultant
crow. The rooster had scratched
through his bandages and was triumphing over his exploit. The hens followed
suit, and Mrs. Emerson was reduced to
despair, while Thoreau went to the
woods, where he could let his laughter
have vent.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Some

gain some cheap

local notoriety,may have an eye on a seat

Saturday, March 29. 1879.

in the

Common Council; but

we

trust that

our people, who don’t desire any undue

TEMPERANCE QUESTION.

TJE

Once more the temperancequestion

excitement, and

and sent

is

they keep agitatorsout of it.

many

petitions are

made

against the repeal of the present liquor
law.

-The ever
may

substitute what they call

We

want,

we nesd, practical men; men who are

Perhaps some zealous red-ribbonmen
some fanatics have already done. This,

that they

tho“pre however, would be

very unjust.

We

be-

E.

lieve in tmey honest tem]ierance—b\i\.
not in

hlbitory" act.

prohibition— because it is

History has proven prohibition a failure

simply non-

the temperance zealot allowed his pet “ stop talking, the people have been talked
to death on this subject, but go and put intheory to drive him, that he now actively
ing temperance law this State has ever adopt some practical way of ameliorating
the much berated drinker— and you can
had, according to the statisticsfurnished
count on our assistance.

by our State Government.
all

temperance men don’t

alike

illustrate this

on

feel

George Peabody and Socialism.

this subject, and to

aggressive in the aquisition of wealth, at
the expense of the working classes. Hence
Among the differentresolutions printed the agitationin favor of Socialism. There
in the House Journal, of the 19th inst, we may be grounds for ibis imagination, but
we have yet in our midst our Peter Coopfind

/v *r

ca

_

a

_

In the most beautiful shades and colors, with the buttons to match the goods.

These Goods must be serii to be appreciated, and are offered so cheap that they are
within the reach of anybody.
Sheeting bleached and unbleached. Calicoes

FRENCH

Detroit:

A NOVELTN

COLOGNE. — The

in

endless variety from the Cheapest

new. Come

to

the Best

and cheapest in the Market.

finest

— A kid glove cleaner. In a few minutes you can make your

like

er’s, our George Peabody’s and our Miss
No. 1803. By Mr. Moore: Remon- Nightingale’s—who think more of the
strance of John J. Bagley, Alex. Lewis, wellare of the struggling classes, than
and also a special remonstrance of D. many are aware of, and who employ their
Bethune Diimeld, presidentof the Red time and money in extending good to as
Ribbon club of Detroit, against the repeal many as possible in their declining years.

of the present liquor law;
On demand ol Mr. Moore,

_

BROCADE DRESS GOODS,

Some people imagine that rich men are
becoming more wedded to riches, more

we will quote the words of

.the venerable Dr. D. Bethune Dutfield,of

a

A Handsome variety of

to practice”— thus we say, do something,

petitions for the repeal of the best work-

SAIRRirDTCrTOnST.
ALSO
_

and not of theory, and therefore we say in
that the law cannot step In the private
the language of Murphy— the greatest
family— it cannot stop the growing of
temperance lecturer of the present day—
corn, grapes, berries, etc. Hut so far has

However,

vT_

sense. The question is one of practice

—for the simple and undeniable reason

and think

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than
ever before offered in the State of Michigan.
at the
is

CHEAP CASH STORE

no overdose of puritauism or fanaticism.

will now call this a “ whisky-paper”— like

present fanatics evidently

want the present law repealed,so

yes,

Now

quiet

to it that

in favor of progress and improvement—

the State Legislaturefor and

to

have always been a

and law abiding people, will see

being agitated here and elsewhere to a
great extent, and

GREENBACKS AT PAR.

fanatics, who are, perhaps, using

this ticklish question to

glove look

kid.

and examine our celebrated Badger State Shawls.

Gram Bags- American A’s and Stark A’s-very

cheap.

One of those is an old retired physician by
large stock of Boots and Shoes will he sacrificed to make
Our Grocery line is
the name of J. P. Mountain, whose adThe remonstrance was read at length, dress is Ogdensburg, N. Y., who has had
always full and complete.
and spread at large on the journal, as fol- placed in his hands a simple cure for Conlows:
sumption, Catarrh, Asthma, Headache
To the Senate and House of Hepresaitu- and Nervousness.The old gentleman
has means which make him independent,
tires of t/ie State of Michigan:
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
and
he employs his time and money in e
We, the undersigned,citizensof Wayne
very
laudable
enterprise.
He
sends
tha settledin the city of Grand Rapids, offers
County, respectfuly urge upon your HonWishes to inform the citizensof Hollamiand
Ids services asa Physician, Surgeon and Acvicinity Unit he hat* removed hi* stock of
orable Body the retention of the present recipe free to any person sending for it, coucheur to the public at large, unn
with instructions lor preparing and using,
GKOCKRIES in the Jewelrystore of
law taxing and regulatingthe sale of inwhereas
lie
pays
particular
attention
to
requiringonly that the party so sending
toxicating liquors.
enclose a stamp to pay the postage. He chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he lias
Statistics show that the number of
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
One door west of Bosnian, where can be found
' has now distributed over one million id
places where liquor is sold has decreased those recipes,and in this p in many have City <>t Holland, on Saturday of each week,
a complete stocK of
under its operations, notwithstandingthe been cured by the use ol the same. It is where lie cun be consulted during the
increasein population. It has given us said to he very reliable, and those who are day.
quiet nights and Sabbaths, and orderly troubled with any ol those diseases would
L. E. BEST, M. D.
Simple, Beautiful, Safe.
elections,and we believe it has been and do well to address the philan'ropic old
Grand Rapids, Nov. 2a 1878.
I have on hand a fine lot of
will be of great service in the regulation gentleman,and have a trial of the recipe,
^,e«.C!!lI.t.hc“,'r!,,ion "f •he public, who are. or
and control of the liquor traffic,and ought which has cured so many.
>b)
i'ct”Lock I"'
^ ^ ”llr ^«'"»nary K.iub Shank
SPICES,
to be retained upon onr statute bonks.
20-1 v-e o w
Advertisements.
John J. Bagley,
Come and examine. We will cheerfully
Alex. Lewis.
snow the goods and explain their
Having had ample opportunity of learn
Additional ^oeal.
operation.
ing the sentimentof the best men of the
TRUTHS.
I
have
a
Japan
Tea
at
40
cts,
If
you
arc
suffering
poor health, or languish
State, irrespectiveof party, on this subject,
PLACE
A labor quantity of Seed Potatoes Ing on a bed of sickne**. take cheer, for
I am thoroughlyconvinced that it would
Opposite
the
Post-Office.
which
cannot
be
surpassed
(Early Rose) for sale at the store of
Hop Bitten will core Yon.
be worse than a blunder not to retain the
If yon are simply ail
ing; if you feel weak and
G. VAN PUTTEX & SONS.
present law, which has wrought such benAlso n nice lot of Cooking and Eating
dispirited,
without clear- ly knowing why,
eficial results all over the State. The
Apples, Potatoes, Cabbage, Turnips
BO? BITTE2S WILL BEVIVE YOU.
A fresh stock of Candy, just received
principle upon which it is based is the
and all kinds of Vegetables.
If you are a minister •md have overtaxed vourmost practicable and acceptableto the
L. T. RANTERS.
sell with your nn-tora! lutiea; ora mother, worn
great majority, and I sign this petition
out with care ana work.
Fresh Oysters and Sweet Cider
cheerfully, and most sincerely hope its reHop Bitters will Restore You.
Malarial Fever.
Always on hand.
quest will be approved by the legislature.
If yon are a man of bus- ines*. weakened by the

A

room.

NOTICE.

G. A. KONING LOCKS! LOCKS!
NEW LOCKS!
J. A L BEZELS,

GROCERIES.

COFFEES,

Mcut

TEA>

rt

‘

CANDIES,

CIGA(RS and TCXBACCOS.

VALUABLE

REMEMBER THE

CANT-HOOKS!

at

CANT-HOOKS.

strain of your everyday duties; or a man of letMalarial Fevers, constipation, torpidity ter*, toiling over yout
midnightwork,
of the liver and kidneys, general debility,
HO? 3ITTEB3 WILL 3TBEN0THE1T YOU.

1). Bethune Duffikld.
Another one was then offered by the

,

THE NEWESf, STRONGEST
AND BEST.

& Fresh

Choice Butter

Eggs.

v9~1>’

WM.

(J.

MELIS.

If you are young, and sufferingfrom any indissame gentleman,signed by the Mayor and nervousnessand neuralgiac ailments yield
crelion, or are growing too fast, a* i* often the
readily
to
this
great
disease
conqueror,
the elite of the city of Detroit, which reads
case.
Hop Bitters.It repairs the ravages of
a- 1 v
ivr
-A. C A. L L .
as follows:
Hop Bitters will Relieve You.
disease by converting the food into rich
Just received at
48-Um
If you arc in the work shop, on the farm, at the
7o the Senate and House of liepresenta- blood, and it gives new life and vigor to desk, anywhere,and feel that your system needs
tires of the State of Michigan:
MORTGAGE SALE.
the aged and infirm always, See “Pro- Cleansing,toning orstlm iilatlng,without intoxieating,
J^EFAULT having been made in tnc conTlie undersigned,taxpayers of the city verbs” in other column.
hop BiTTsarn vhat y^u need.
dition* of a certain mortgage, bean m? date
of Detroit,being informed that there are
If you are old. afidByonr pulse is feeble, your the 2Hth day of May. A. D 1872, executedby Galen
bills before your honorable bodies, providIn answer to repeated inquiries by my i erves unsteady, andByonr faculties waning,
Kastman, of the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa A,“rsell,:L“L37,orr'g,xfcc*i!i““‘",i 1
ing, substantially, for u return to the so- customers for a First Class Felt liat, 1 HOP BITTERS WIu\r,IVE YOU REW LIFE County, and State of Michigan, to Walter Wright,
of the City of Chicago, County ol Cook, and stale A new lot of fine Dress Goods, new
called Maine Imw, as a method of dealing have purchased a stock of the finest hats
ANUmVIOOR.
of Illinoi*. aid recorded in the ortlee of the Regwith the liquor traffic, respectfully peti- in the market — the “Stetson,” commonly Try Hep Cough Cureland Pain Relief.
Spring Styles.
ifterof Deed*, for the County of Ottawa, in the
tion that the existing law on that subject known as the Philadelphiahat. It is a
Sta'e of Michigan, on the flr*t day of June. A. D.
For sale by J.BO Doesbur
1872.
h Li her X of mortgage*, on page -Kri. which Skirts, Balmorals Shectlnga-hlcached and unbe not changed (except in matters of de- superb article, and are for sale at very low
b. cached— in endless variety.
*aid mortgage wa* for a valuablecon*ideraiion,
tail).
cures, at
duiy aligned by Thomas Ltman and Lewi* 1).
— ALSO—
We tiled the Maine law for twenty
D. BERTSCH.
Wettster.executor* of the estate of the *nid Walter Wright, deceased, to Oliver A. Whitney,on the An immense lot of Flannels, in all colors, and of
years and more. A just public opinion
eighteenth day of February, A. I). 187'J,which said
differentprices.
made it impossible to enforce it. It meant
assignmentwas duly recorded in the said office of
Medicine.
therefore, practically, “free rum.” We
Regitter of Deed* for said County of Ottawa, on
Of all medicinesadvertised to cure any
the I'.'th day of February, 187», in Liber IS of A large stock of BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBER
deliberatelyabandoned it, only four years
GOODB, also
affection of the Throat, Chest or Lungs,
Mortgages, on page 80, by the non-payment of
ago. Why so soon, at least, repeat the
If so. then Go to
money due thereon as provided by the tetms of the
we
know
of none we can recommend so
A complete lino of Groceries, which are
experiment?
same, amt on which mortgage there Is claimed to
ulwnys kept fresh by continual ar
The existing law is approved by the highly as Dr. King's Mew Discore rg for
he due at the date of th s notice, the sum of four
hit •dredandflfty-l wo dollars,($152) with interest
eencral acullmcnl, and Is, therefore,striaUiiifllia,Colds, Asthma,
rival. Dobbins’ and other firstthereon, at the rule ol ten per cent,
class Soaps in large quantities.
ly enforced everywhere,in city and vil- Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Hoarsencsa,'lickper
annum
from
this
date,
together,
with
lage alike. During the first two years of ling In the Throat, loss of voice, etc. This
an attorney fee of ten dollars,thereinprovide'!,
STORE,
medicine does positively cure, and that
and no suit or proceeding at law having been inits operation it reduced the number of
to tecover the amount now remaining seplaces for the sale of liquor in the Slate where everything else has failid. No med- (next to P. cfc A. Steketee.) stituted
Ornngt! and Lemons from the West Indies,
cured by said mortgage or any part thereof. Row,
more than two thousand. It brought into icine can show one half so many positive
therefore, by virtue of the power of sale contained
And purchase your goods of him,
in said mortgage,and the statute In such cases
the treasury more than one million of dol- and permanent cures as have already been
Oar 40 cts. Tea beats everything.
made and provided, notice !« hereby given that on
it you want to profit by
lars. It has already taxed more than one- effected by this truly wonderful remedy.
Saturday, the 28th day of June, 1879,
the advantages
third ot the saloons out of existence,as For Asthma and Bronchitis it is a perfect
Just Recicved Fresh
at 1 o'clock in the afternoonof that day, at the
otic red in
Congress lias taxed all the Stale banks out specific, curing the very worst eases in the
front door of the Court House, in the City of Grand
shortest
time
possible.
We
say
by
all
of existence.
Haven, County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
Let us restrict as much as we can what means give it a trial. Trial bo Wes ten
(that being the place where the CircuitCourt forlhc
DOORS, BLINDS, BLASS
and REID’S FLOWER SEED3.
Comity of Ottawa i* holden), there will he *< M at
it is impossiblewholly to destroy, and do cents. Regular size $1.00. For sale bv
public vendue, to the highest bidder, the lands and
LOCKS, and
P. & A. STEKETEE.
not let a few well meaning extremists (dree lleber Walsh, Holland, Mich.

e

'

SPRING GOODS

e

P-

& A. STEKETEE.

1

fi

0-tf.

DO YOU

Ad Honest

INTEND TO BUILD?

1

J. E.

KLEYFS

HARDWARE

m

m,

us back to the old system with the addiThf. Best, Safest, and Cheapest remedy
tional had feature of one commissionerto
sell for the State, which is a premium on for all affections of the Bladder and Kidjobbery. And petitionerswill ever pray. neys— such as travel, diabetes,etc,— is

Genuine Imported .Harlem Oil. For
O. Doeshuru'sDiug store only.
0— 18w
the State feel about it. But Price 25 cts per bottle.

GENERAL HARDWARE,
Farmer's Tools, Clover,

lip

It will thus

nent

men

in

be seen how the most emi-

talc at J.

fanatics know better; they are wiser; they

can do the impossible;they are not

satis-

any gradual Improvement.If
these zealots are in such ‘’dead earnest”
in their temperance work, why don't they
try some practical experiment— like the
societiesin London, Liverpool, New
York, etc.— erect and run temperance saloons, with everything to allure the way
farer to come in— which is decent and
#
honorable—except liquor In any shape.
Adorn it with plants and birds and music
fied with

and innocent games, etc., so long as you
cure your subject from drinking liquor.

The youth
much,

of this city has never hud

if anything,

between a church and

a saloon, and, as every action

has

'

An

Timothy and ExcellentFresh
Garden Seeds on hand.
Holland, Mich., March 22, 1879.

GARDEN SEEDS

premise* situate in the County of Ottawa and Slate
of Michigan,describedIn said mortgage, or so
much thereof as may ho necessaryto satisfy the
amount due on said mortgage as above apecilied,
wi‘h interestthereon at ten per cent , and all legal
costs, together with an attorney fee of top dollnrs,
ns provided for therein; said premises being desert bed us follows,to-wit: The northwest fractional qu-Ttcr, also the east hulfof the southwest
quarter of section twenty-nine (29), In township
eight iH). north of range sixteen (IB) west, containing 23BBVHK) acres, more or less, according to Gov
crnmcnl survey.

8, 1879.

A GENTS WANTED

AfoSW GREAT WORE,
IS

AtdoniKhinfl Fact.
(J
Being a complete history of »:i the Important
A large proportion of the American peoGran . Haven. March 18, 1879,
Industriesof America,Including Agricultural,Meple are to-day dying from the effects of
OLIVER A. WHITNEY, Asdrjnet of Mortgage.
Maoallister's
chanical, Manufacturing,
Mining, Commercial and
Lowing & Cnosa. Attorneys for Atd /nee. b I3w other enterprises.
Dyspepsiaor disordered liver. The result
ol these diseases upon the masses of intelABOUT I OK) LARGE OCTAVO PAGES A^D 800
FINK ENGRAVINGS. NO WORK
ligent and valuable people is most alarmLIKE IT EVER PUBLISHED.
An Extra Fine Remedy for
ing, making life actually a burden instead
Second Edition Now in PRESS.
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
•SAs ot thc
usefulness as it ought to he. There is no
For terms and territoryapply at once to
good reason for this B you will only thr w
The Henry BUI Puhliehln* Oo„ Norwich, Ct.
aside prejudice and skepticism, take the
2 in-5-9w.-$\50.
MAOA LISTER’SCongh Mlxtnrc loosens the
advice of Druggists and your friends,and
phlegm,and act* like a charm Id case* of
try one bottle «f Green’s August Flower.
Your speedy relief Is ceitaln. Millions of
!
BMOSITIS, aad CROUP,
bottles of this medicine have been given
away to try its Virtues, with satisfactory Those who ate troubled with coughing at night,
results in every case. You can buy a can flud Immediate relief.
Great Reduction in Prices of
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
No family ought to be without it.
doses will relieve the worst case. Posi-

its reac- tively sold by ail Druggists

COUGH MIXTURE.

SEWl/v

COUGHS.

^ a:

WATCHES

ASTBE

on

the West-

become a ern Continent.
matter of course. If you mean what you
Buckling Arnica Salve.
preach then go to work practically.Let
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
the apple show what the tree is. Use Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
“ means,” as you find illustratedby the Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all
Savior himself, when he stroked Ids finger kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is

ELGIN WATCHES,

Prepared only b

l

tion, so did “ saloon running”

LEE’S HAIR
to its

Stem and Key-Winding Watches, Silver Caaca,
Fine Movementa,

P. Lkk, Chicago, III.

ONLY

RENEWER

Restores the Hair
Origiual Color, and prevents
fulling out.

it

from

SOLD BY
H.

MEYER

Sc

CO.,

DIAURB IN
Doth those remedies are for sale at
man's guarranteedto give perfect satisfactionin
Dn. Schoutkn’h Drag Store.
every case or money refunded. Price 25
eye. Stop theorizing! Theory without Cents per Box. For Sale by lleber Walsh
Fartitm. Coim, Deling Mines, Etc,,
Eigth Street,
Holland Mich.
practice is empty and good for nothing. Holland, Michigan.
e-iy
RIVER STREET, HOLLAND MICH.
through the mud

Holland, Feb.

to put on the blind

• •

mmmrn

_

_

_

_

___

*

-

-

$11.00

-

ALSO

CLOCKS VERY CHEAP.
at

H.

WIJKHUIZEN.

Watch and Cloekmaker,9th
Reformed Church. Holland,

-------

-

-

*

_

street,

opposite First

Mich.

_

_

__

3-i3

.

'iWiT

How many

8oee

public balls?

ot our vessels are bending sail.

A Large and Fine

------—

Justice Albert Bulks, of Zeeland,

Two

brass bunds!

a trip to

Wheat

left' last

-

week.

it

seems

on

Don’t

Orange City. Iowa.

----

Bondap

’ ft’RiNo has come,

is

is

worth 95 cents

to us, it is all

Rev. J.
town

speculation

to

.

-

wjij|e8

-

meeting on Monday evening next, called
Mu.

to meet at 7 o’clock iu the evening,at the

schoolhouse.

nois

E

J. Harrington,Jr.,

on Monday evening

of fresh country horses.
Circuit Court was in session this
8am

’I

must be good in

away Wrath.
A naturalist claims

left for Illi-

last, to

The

get a

The Kev.

ago— plead guilty.

ar

to have discovered

and try offenders—

Dr. Elbert S. Porter, pastor <

a sort of

crow

bar.

Light-HouseBoard had undertaken

MM

limn,

Professor Morton of the United Stales

f

a

We

8wi zerlund, September ?th.
List of letters remaining in

the

Post

On Tuesday last Mr. H. ^1. Dangrc- office at Holland, Mich., March, 27th, 1879.
A People’s Caucus is called to meet at m> nd, lost his baby in u few minutes, by August Siefkun, David Repp, LoSel De
Roosi’s store, on the corner of Ninth and
a tit or spasm. Although residing in the Wolf, Mrs. A. S. Norton.
River streets, on Tuesday evening, April heart of the city, and immediately sumWm. Verbkek, P.M.
ready, aud “once more to the breach!”

We

notice that Mr.

E

---

was

aid, life

--

extinct by

-------

Comm vndek Miller, C. S. N.,

the time the doctor reached its bedside.

of liglu-houses

(Particular attention

charge

and buoys on the upper

E.

this in*

is

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
DEALER IN

French, English, and Ger-

man

Boots and Shoes

Jhovelties.

association, held at

dicates anythingat all, it must be the con-

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

of

and

Of ths ncstfst stylss and best qualitieswfcloh
ufl'er*hen prr than anybody else.

Makes Custom Work
Specialty.

cf (SLACK

GILES

We

ington on Friday, and was held to appear

for excellence.

for trial at

the United States

D B

practice,and never falling to radicallycure

RHEUMATISM,

prices guaranteed to he as low as any in the

Probably the best time ever made on man named Collins went before Justice
Sarah Van Driele, of Grand Rapids, on \rade.
from New York to Holland was Shackelford and personated Lieutenant
Tuesday evening last, at the residence ot
made on a consignment lor P. & A. Steke* Roberts, one of Grouper's company offl
the bride’s parents, by Rev. N. H. Dusker*
tee, last week, only four days being occu- cep, and upon the affidavit made by him
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matters easy, to get up a doubble ticket- merly ol the tug Minter, as engineers./
trust and believe, will be wise enough to
two names for every office as follows:
At a meeting of the Holland Reform honor his example.”
Supervisor—W. Diekema, C. Lahuis.
Club, at the schoolhouse,on the evening
\ A bad accident happened to C’apt R.
Clerk— I. Marsilje, A. J. Hillebrands.
of March 24th, 1879, a constitution and
Schaddelee’s
vessel— Joses— on Monday
Treasurer—G. J. Hesselink,D. Junker.
by-laws were adopted which are as simple
morning. The crust of ice which had
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and practical as they could he made. The
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Have re-opened their extrusive Furniturebusiness, closed by the big fire of 1871, on the corner of

5%

in raising and placing a neW foundation
som6 difference as to time, both the com- under the Jmilding formerlyoccupied by
Columbia Hall, P. H. M’Brlde,president,
plainant and defendantclaiming lo have Bulks brothers. Some more new buildand Dr. R. A. Schouten was Secretdry.
correct Chicago time, as kept at the Post
ings are in the course of construction,
The amount reported as subscrit&irir
Office,and yet there was a difference of among which we noticed the new school
$1,500, and it was estimated that the
twenty or twenty-fiveminutes between house, which, by the way^ is going to he a
amount needed, to build a ball, of the size
their time pieces. The jury found the define building, and its front elevation makes
of 88x90 ft., finished,veneered, and supJewelers,
fendant not guilty. Samuel Clipson was
n
splendid appearance oh the drawing.
plied with a furnace, includioggrounds,
then tried for keeping open his brewery
Mr. Blok Ie still selling the finest cigars in
DEALER8LN
will cost about $2,500. Four committees
on Sunday, the 16th iilst. Four persona the county, and is doing a large business
were appointed. 1. Committeeon Incorwere found in the brewery by the Marshal. in paints and oils, which be sells cheaper Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
poration—P. H. M'Bride, G. Van SchelDefendant claimed— being a very cold than ever. Several other business men
ven, Jas. ten Eyck. 2. On Site— F. O.
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
day, he was obliged to go into the Brew- spoken to reported a good business, and
Nyc, W. Cropley, 4. Kramer. 8. On
ery to make a fire, as he would otherwise the Unity Mills are run to their fullest caBuilding— J. R. Kleyn, C. Gee, W. Wnklose a brewing of beer, which was in proker, Cbas. Waring, R. Werkman. 4. On
cess of manufacture. Three of the perIndigestionstock subscription— L. T. Ranters, Geo. sons found there were called as witnesses
The main cause of nervousnessis indiW. Friuk, R. A. Schouten,Cbas. Waring, fur the defence, and stated that they saw
gestion, and that is caused by weakness of
F. Bird, Cbas. Baum. The next meeting
no beer there and none was sold or had
Kinds of Spectacles.
the stomach. No one can have sound
will be held at the same ball on Thursday
there by any persons. Jury found a ver- nerves and good health without using Hop
evening next, 3rd of April, when a report dict of not guilty. Both cases were prose- Bitters to strenghten the stomach, purify
of field
of the different committees is expecied. cute4 by H. B. Hudson, Esq., County At- the blood, and to keep the liver and kidneys active, to carry off ail the poisonous
All the subscribers— ^or stockholders— are
tomey, and both were ably defended by and waste matter of the system. See other Repairing Neady and Promptly Executed.
invited to be present.
| R. L. Newnhnm, Esq.
column.
Hoi .land, March 34, 1878.
ft-U.
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Three doors East of Kruisengu’s Store.
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have purchased lower than eve

The advertiser,having been permanently cured
rail is out of water. It will be quite an
C(/mppund Syrup of RJiubarb. of that dread dlaeaae, Consumption, by a almple
remedy,I* anxiousto make known to bla fellowexpense for the captain to raise and repair
sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire It,
criptlons carefully compound at all hours, ho will send /copy of the prcacriptlon need, (free
her, which job was commenced on Thurslay or
3ft_iy
day last.
of charge,) with the directions foi preparing and
using the same, which thev will nnd a ante cure
for Consumption, Asthma. Bronchitis, 4c.
Among the enterprising features in t
Parties wishing the prescription, will please
I will mall (Free) the recelpo for a simple Vcge*
village of Zeeland we notice the removal
ble Balm that will remove Ton. FRECKLES.
E. A. WILSON. 191 Penn Bt„
\MPLE8,
aud
Blo'chcs,
leaving
the
skin
soft,
of the old church building of the True
j
Wllllamabnrgh,N. Y.
arand beautiful; also Instructionsfor producDutch Reformed church to its new site,
I a Inxnrlant growth of hair on a bald head or
100th face. Address. Inclosing 3c. stamp,
by Mr. J. Den Herder, in the business porBEN. VANDKLF 4 CO., 20 Ann St., N. Y.
tion of the village,who is having it con-

were tried before Justice Newnham, for verted into a large store for general merviolation
of the Liquor Law, The first chandise,^o he occupied by Mr. Moerdijk,
rieved husband, who loses a very excellent
and lovely companion and wife. Her age was Charles Miller of the Globe Saloon, of Kalamazoo, aud the other part of the
was 22 years and 9 months.
in the village, charged by the village Marbuilding will be convertedinto a bunking
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CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.
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last
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last, at
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; for
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on Wednesday last at Hope church; Rev/
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Mrs. Vaupell was a daughter of Mr. E.
favorite among her friends
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Justice of Peace— F. L. Souter, D. N.
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FURNITURE

People at a distance, please
send for samples.

FIRST

P. O. Box
l-26w

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

Grand Rapids, Mich.

istuke aud one which we cannot believe

Rochester, N.

Money! Money!!

Line, running from

in the

Ouu
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IBIG,
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having been pleasant, brilliant and elnbor

From Saugatuck we learn that the work} ate. Our best wishes go with them in Unlumber woods is nearly completed ship of matrimony.
Central, Fort Wayne, Grand Rapids & Infor this season. II. B. Moore has put iu
diana and Grand Haven Railroadsto HolThe N. V. Herald says: “Those who for
about 3,000,000 feet of logs on the Rabbit
land, Grand Haven and Muskegon, and is
their own purposes would like to drag
river, besides some on the Kalamazoo. II.
fast gaining popularity. Five days is the
rant once more into the field of politics,
Ebmeyer has about 3,000,000 feet, and O.
average time from Boston aud New York
nd degrade him by compelling him lo be
R. Johnson & Co. 4,000,000.The Britiu small lots, and three days in car loads.
ie candidateof a party, make a grave
all eastern cities to

Y.

THK WKYBUUN MEDICINE CO.

F.

latter applied lor a pension.

VAN RAALTE.

THE WORLD'S BALM.

city, and cur

DeRoo, of Zeeland, was married to Miss

K.

DR. L. D. WKYBURN’8 ALTERATIVE SYRUP.
IfT A remedy used Thirty five yean in a private

notice in the Gr. Rapids Democrat

of Thursday last that our friend Mr. C. J.

Court. A

t:
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Union Fast Freight

HEROLD.

Holland, Mich.. Sept. 1, 187?.

A very large assortment of
Chicago during the of Grand River.— Gramf Uaten Herald.
week, a schedule of prices was adopted,
Qomesiie Qress Goods, from
Navigation has fully opened, at Ml&i^
stant tramp of a large number of customers.
among which we find, for Grand River
gan City, and the lights are burning in Coper gard upward.
and Muskegon, <;l per M, to Chicago
both light houses. The steam-bargeMary i • We would call attention to
Almost everybody asks u«: “ Well,
The complete list is too long for publicaGroh and the schooner South Haven, with our line
how is it with the blast furnace, will it
G UJP ]AE(R
tion thid week.
timber for the government, from South
come?” Yes; it will come— this is our
GILES, elegant quality full
Great Britain has another warlike Haven, arrived at the above mentioned
firm belief— but we have no authority to
toiled, cOo per yard; 'heavy
say so positively.Patience, patience! In difficulty iu it** cradle. There is trouble harbor on Wednesday last.
grade, in very choice stiles,
in Burmah about the action of the BiitUh
a few days you will know all about it.
A strange rumor. We boar it in the '/Cc per yard; extra heavy
Minister defending some of the royal famA new brass band was organized o\ ily from massacre. If affairs of war in- Street, in the offices, at the hotels, at the
finest quality
the
Friday night last, containing nine members' crease against Great Britain as during the Church door, everywhere! that the Amer
all of whom have played in some band bi* past year, she will need as many arms us ican Cough Cure is the best remedy on market, 9Cc.
Earth for Coughs, Colds, Croup, and all
fore. Its name will be “Heald’s Cornet jBriareus,and In each hand an army.
Full line
diseases leading to Consumption a positive
Band.” Mr. Frank G. Ileald was elected
a: greatly reduced
as presidentaud leader, and Mr. G. A. , Ralph Grouper, an ex-soldier, who cure. Price 50 cts. Sold by T. E. AnnU
-prices.
Koniug, secretary and treasurer.As com was arrested at Manistee on complaint of & Co., Druggist aud Apothecary,Holland.
Cur new stock cf Spring
petition is the li e of trade, so a second attemptingto obtain a pension by filing a Michigan.
Goods :s second to none in the
band in our city may create a healthy strife false affidavit, had an examinationat Ludworn through. If

old one being

us.
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J. Hanington
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Call in and get bargains.
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I «m now soiling the Howe hewing Machine,
nod will hencefortn keep it for sale at my store
I'eildllng machines with wagons ha« been abolishes
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
me ti>o low to admit of any expense in that way

have spared no pains

called to oar very eleaant

At a regular meeting of the board of lakes, in general lustrations recently, isthus laid partly a new floor iu his store, the
directors of the Lumber Vessel Owners’ sued. discontinues the buoy off the mouth
f

HEROLD,

callISdIee

211

having our stock rank with
the best in the city, and our
assortment wdl be found complete in every department,

World’s Evi ngelical Alliance, which meets used for lighthouse purposes.

1st. Now, then, get your ammunition moning medical

-

A Complete a nortment of Children’* ami Infant*'
vhoc* fur fall and winter,and a bill Hue of
Ladles' aud Gentlcman’ewear.

Navigation has opened at Grand Haven,' Evangelical Alliance,a delegate to the the electric light can be advantageously in
at Basle,

—

horse trade organizedcourts, iu witch they sit around

this city..

has been appointed by the United States series of experimentsto determine whether

and the Goodrich steamers have commenced to run regular. Some sailing \cJ
•sels have also arrived there. - '

Juai received at

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

rived, and will be ready for
inspection on

that crows, v\hcn in flocks, have regularly

lot

the Bedford Ave. Hcf. Church. Brc»oklyu,
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Our Spring Stock has

OF

BOOTS & SHOES

SPRING GOODS.
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Sawyer, who was beiug

tried for shooting Mr. Snook, a short time

—

-OF-

in early Colony years, and at present

STOCK
—

USTIEW

this

His name was Wrath, and when he
Thk commander of the British pun boat
Osprey reports that he found the situation asked his girl to marry him she gave him
Sitka, iu Alaska, to be full of peril for a soft answer, aud a soft answer turned

, . .
Don’t fail to go to the special school ^

week. Mr.

a resident of

---

the ladies of the temperance dubs.

Our

Liesveld,

is

in existence at Saainaw City, managed by

...

Grand Opening

ad-

residing in Iowa, was in town this week.

at the large grain centres.

A succkbsful temperance icstaurant

new

Wurzburg’s

vertisement.

at present, and

owing

fall to read

Veas*

River Streets.

to

In opening this store we open the finest ard
laruestFurniture store In Ottawa Co., and respectfully Invite onr old customers to com* ana examine our stock of soods, consisting of the finest
and best kind* of furniture to the cheapesi,includingall the latest styles, tneb as East Lake,
Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at

Very Low Prices.
Having bought everything new we can sell lower
with a small profit, than old stock con be sold “at
COVl.

A complete

stock;

come and

see for yourself.
Remaining Proprietors

of

the

racBisrix
Planing Mill,
to

and can afford to

nfWUnte

tnanufocture Inmlture to ordu
common ware very cheap.

sell

ue.e,P,0Fmlve# Preparedto do ill kinds

H. W. VERBEEK 4
ollan», Mlch.,Jily85,1878.
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tfliE DOORSTEP.

Watkins himself, learned that he a member of the regular army, with the rank of
Captain of cavalry, when the Rebellionbroke
suggested to Col. Baird the idea that he
out, ami at that time was Aido-de-Campand
had recognized Orton at once, but, from Private Secretary to Gen. Winfield Scott From
the change of name, he at first failed to this confidence and respect shown him by so
distinguished a man may be Judged his educaremember him as Williams.
tion and accomplishments. He was a first
As to the particulars attending the ex- cousin to Gen. Loo, commanding the Confedecution, I herewith give a most graphic erate army of the Rappahannock. He was
Col.

The conference meetinj?throughat laat,
We bo ye around the vestry waited,
To see the girls come tripping pan,
Like snow-birds, willing to be mated.

And one. she blushed and took my arm
We let the old folks have the highway,
And startedtoward the Maple farm
Along a kind of lovers’by-way.
!

and

little hand outside her muff—
Oh, sculptor! if you could but mold it!
So lightlytouched my jacket-cuff.
To keep it warm, I had to hold it.

To have her with me.

there, alone.
’Twas love, and fear and triumph blended;
At last we reached the foot-worn stone
Where that delicious journey ended.

The old folks, too, were almost home;
Her dimpledhand the latches fingered;
We heard the voices nearer come,
Yet on the doorstep stillwe lingered.

two stranger*rode into camp and called at ColBaird’s headquarters in Franklin, Tenn., who
presentedan unusual appearance. They had
on citizens'overcoats, Federal regulation pants
and caps. The caps were covered with white
flannel havelocks. They wore side-arms,and
showed high intelligence.
One claimed U be a
Colonel in the United States army, and called
himself Col Austin; the other called himself
Maj. Dunlap, and both represented themselves
as Inspector Generals of the United States
army. They represented that they wore then
out on an expedition in this department inspecting the outposts and defenses, and that day
before yesterdaythey had been overhauled by
the enemy and had lost their coats and pnrsos.
They exhibited official papers from Gen. Rosecraus, and also from the War Departmentat
Washington, confirming their rank and business. These were all right to Col. Baird, and
he felt satisfiedof their honesty. They asked
the Colonel to lend them $50, as they had no
coats and no money to buy them. Col Baird
loaned them the money and took Col. Austin’s
note for it Just at dark they started, saying
they were going to Nashville, and took that way
Just as soon as they started the thought of their
being spies struck Col Baird, he says, like a
thunderbolt,and ho ordered Col. Watkins, of
the Sixth Kentucky Cavalry, who was standing
by, to arrest them immediately. But they were
going at lightning speed ; Col. Watkins had no
time to call a guard, and only with his orderly
ho set out on the chase. He ordered the orderly to unslinghis carbine, and if, when he halted them, they showed any suspiciousmotions,
to fire upon them withoutwaiting for an order.
They were overtaken about one-third of a mile
from here. Col Watkins told them that Col. Baird
wanted to make some further inquires of them
and asked them to return. This they politely
consented to do, after some remonstrances on
account of the lateness of the hour and the distance they had to travel, and Col Watkins led
them to his tent, where ho placed a strong
over them. It was not until one of them
^tempted to pass the guard at the door that

bhe shook her ringletsfrom her hood,
And with a “Thank you, Ned,’’ dissembled,
But yet I knew she understood
With what a darin wish I trembled.
A cloud passed kindly overhead:
The moon was slyly peepingthrough it,
Yet hid its face, as if it said,
"Come, now or never! doit! do it!”
lips, till then, had only known
tis kiss
of mother and of sister;
Th|
‘
But somehow, full upon her own
Sweet, rosy, darling mouth— I kissed her!

My

Perhaps 'twas boyish love, yet still,
Oh listless woman, weary lover!
To feel once more that fresh, wild thrill,
I’d give— but who can live youth over!

BY DRUM-HEAD C0URT-MARTIA1.
A ThrillingEpisode ol the Civil War.

Such is a succinct accountof one of the most
daring enterprises that men ever engaged in.
Snch wore the charactersand the men who
played the awful tragedy. History will hardW
furnishits parallel in the characterand standing of the partiesthe boldnessand daring of
terpnse, and .the swiftness with which
the enterprise,
discovery and punishment were visited upon
them. They came into our camp and went all
through it minutely inspectingour position,
works and forces, with a portion of their traitorous insignia upon them, and th* boldnessof
theu conduct made their flimsy subterfuges
almost successful.
To the

,

.

however, they denied being spies.

last,

They claimed that they wore endeavoring to
get through our lines to visit friends in the
North ami in Europe. Rut that story was so
poorly matured that when either told it would
not hang together, and there was little resemblance between the accounts which the two
gave. The arrest so completely confounded
them that they were never afterwardable to recover from it The unfortunate men made no
complaintof the severity of their punishment,
of bo-
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Well Augers & Drills
We

One man and one home required.
only makers of the Tiffin WellBoring ana Book-Drilling Machine.
Warrantedthe Beat en Earth!
Many of our customers make from $80 to $40 a day.
loo* and Circulars FREE. Address.
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“BACK FROM THE MOUTH

charred stofce mark the site of the Temple of ./Esculapius, which the last defenders of Carthage fired over their
own heads when all was lost. On the
summit of the same ridge one solitary
fragment of crumbling masonry represents the palace of Dido. The Temple
of Jupiter, where Eannibal swore his
fatal oath of eternal enmity to Rome,
shows its half-destroyed foundation
through heaps of rubbish,a little to the
right ; while all around the base of the
hill be, thick as hail, the smooth, round
sling stones that dealt death among the
Roman legionariesas they came charging up the slope on a bright summer
morning in 140 B. C. Far out on the
plain the course of Adrian’s aqueduct
is marked by a line of broken arches,
and a little Arab village stands on the
spot where Regultis fought his last batSP
tie, while a vast hollow on either side of

OF HELL.'

By one uho hfll been there t

‘‘Rise and Fall of the Moustache.”
By the BurlingtonHavkeye humorist.

Samantha as a P. A. and

P.

fly Jot ah Allen'e trife.
The three brightest and best-selling books out. Agents,
you can ....
put these books
everywhere. Best terms
as in everyvrhnr
siren. Address for Agency, AMURIU/
;an publish.
INO CO.. Hartford,c!: : Chicago.Hi
i

.

Y'VK. C'RAIG’N KIDNEY CURE, for ail
l) KIDNKY DISK ASKS. A Sure Remedy’; failures
unknown. Send
Steai ns.

for circular.Noyes Brut.

A Cutler, St.

Detroit. 1 be most popularmedicineof the day.

SON’ PELAN Any informationregarding
Jj Bnson Pelan. formerlv of Belfast, Irelai
reland,
' and who
was in New York In 1877, will be gratefully ri
received by his
brother, GKOTWE PfxaN.
N. Donegal! St., Beilfsst, Ireland.

TORI

THENEWYORKSUN.
DAILY.
--4

pates. 55 eta.* month

HUNDAY. Spaces.$l.20ayear.

WEEKLY. Spates, tlayear.
________
_ largest elroulaUon
and
THE
HUN has the
clroalatl

___
lath*
cheapest and most Interestingpaper In the United

States.

THE WEEKLY HUN

amphaUcafly the pao-

is

nle’i familypaper.

LW.BNGLARD.

Publlahar.il.
Y. City.

WE GIVE AWAY

One Dollnr’a Worth of Sheet Music and

our
Catalogunfor Agents to the first personwho will send ua
the namea of the Music Teachers, Leaders of
Choirs and Hands in the town and county where
this paper circulates.
Address

This

THE WESTERN MUSIC CO.,
fragment of the an- Music Publishers, 80S State St., Chicago,III
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Col. Orton delivered his sword and pistol to cient city, was once the fashionable
Home
and Dower Association of Pa.,
Col. Watkins, and told him to keep and wear quarter of the Punic beau monde, travthem. He also presentedhim with his hone, ersed by the CarthagenianBroadway, Make loana on City, Village, Farm and Church
Propertyat © per cent, per annum. For partlculai*
would have done

step cnishes some

so.

which he valued at $5,000, and asked him to

states

the Via Cmlestis, leading to the great

inquire of

treat it kindly for his sake.
We are all sad over this event There is a theater, whose circular basement is still
gloom on every face. Althoughwe are fully visible beside the broken remnants of
satisfiedthat the missionof these men was to the
the brow' of the
plan our destruction;and that even they recoghill above still linger a few traces of the
nized their punishment as just accordingto the
accepted rule of war among all nations, still to fort that defended the harbor, and besee such men suffer such a penalty has filled low it, last
grandest of all, is the
our garrison with
W. H. ,
splendid reservoir whose mighty arches,
Burgeon Thirty-fifth Indiana.
overshadowingthe deep, still water be-
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The execution of these men was, in neath, have all the effect of a Gothic
several respects, without a parallelin cathedralbuilt over a Venetian canal.—
history. From the connections of the | Foreign letter.
seaaed ol a liberal oompetence beiog
0Xr
tSflL0
hofJor!
involved, and the wonderful
connected with the highest families
r..
..
conversationwas well satisfiedthey were
. ,speed
r- ,
Wanted Collateral.
the nation — he was an own cousin to Smart as they were, thev gave frequentand dis- W1th which they were burned into
tinct
evidence
of
duplicity.
After
this
dispatch
( eternitv, it stands without an equal. It
The
first
part of the present week hay
Gen. Robert E. Lee— he thought do
came to hand, which it did about 12 o'clock i seemed as if the intentionwas to cut off became very scarce in this market, and
one good enough for his associate. The
result of this unfortunate disposition ScA^To \h^the °M*jor^ooM«mted without i ^ chance for interferenceon the part consequently went up, up, until it sold
roteeted apaiuBt
, of frends or relations. In the main
as high as 15 cents a pound. The night
aea:
rendered him exceedingly unpleasant to opposition, but the Colonel oroteeted
it, and even put hi* hand to hia arms. When army the event produced much less after the raise a man drove up to one of
all grades of military rank, and thus it
the Major’s sword was drawn from the scab- feeijng tjian would have seemed pos- our corrals with a span of rather lean
was he was transferred from one departhorses, which he had just driven over
ro'p*, a
: Bible, bnt “Col. Orton” had succeeded so
ment to another,no General being willthe range. He called out to the corral
covery,
Col
Baird
remarked;
“Gentlemen
admirably
in
making
himself
odious
to
ing to keep him long and be responsible
vou have played this d— d well.” “Yes,” said every one, that, hardened as they were keeper
for his conduct. On this account he
^“8“ P"'*1 ; to suffering and death, but little sym“Say. Captain, I’d like to leave my1
became soured toward every one and boat retell"
outfit
here.”
! pathy was felt or caressed for him.
acquired a recklessness that at last le^ te^
upon
Every
one
felt sorry for Lieut. Peter
“All
right, sir; drive in.”
showing
their
guilt
wore
discovorea
uj
to a miserable end. His true name was
their persons. Lieut yeterwasfound to have but for Col. Orton little was seen or
“Step
into the office and leave yoru
Laurence Williams, and I have no on a rebel cap, secreted by the white flannel
felt. After the war these men were dis- name and where you can be found.”
means of knowing why he changed it havelock.
The stranger did as requested,and,
interred and carried to their homes.—
to Orton, as he sometimes signed it.
Col. Baird immediately teleCTapheithe facts
Col.
Clark,
in
the
Nashville
American.
while
the corral man was putting up the
Bat change it he did, and, while in the to Gen. Rosocrans, and asked \vhat he should
team,
he passed out of the office and up
do, and in a short time received an order “ to
South, he signed himself Laurence

on^«ero^^o,r=3geS
nZn

...spies.
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not to
being spies they
the railway betrays the site of the famous
must suffer death, and hence they expected it,
and Col. Orton, who recognized Col. Watkins circus where the “Martyrs of Carthage”
smooth
as soon as he saw him, told him that ho barely died for their faith.
escaped with hi» life when the arrest was made; plateau, sloping
to the sea, so
that he had his hand on his pistol to kill him
thickly strewn with ruins that every
and escape; that had it been anyone else he

tha

.

solecism.

itself,a

ing and managing.

When Gen. Bragg established his
headquarters at Murfreesboro he had a
most brilliantstaff around him. None
among them, however, could compare
with Col. Orton, lately transferredfrom
the Army of Virginia,and who now
held the position of Inspector General
with the rank of Colonel. He was tall
and had a physique not often equaled,
rarely if ever excelled. Added to the
grace of his person was a facilityof
speech that was truly wonderful. His
tones were full and sonorous, his mind
stored with every species of knowledge,
and all RAMnad tn Via at tha oall nf
ana au seemea to De at tne call ol the
owner. Graduated in a universityand they even suspectedthey were prisoners. Col.
at West Point, it was supposed that he Watkins immediately brought them to Col
was well calculated to shine in society. Baird under strong guard. They at once
manifested great uneasiness,and pretended
But, though possessed of those wonder- great indignationat being thus treated. Col.
ful gifts of mind and person, he lacked Baird frankly told them that he had his susone thing, and that defect rendered all picions of their true character, and that they
his accomplishmentsof little force in should, if loyal, object to no unnecessary caution. They were very hard to satisfy,and were
the army. He was haughty and super- in a preat hurry to get off. Col. Baird told
Pri
cilious to a degree that repelled all in- them he had them under arrest, and that he
tercoursewith his inferiors. He was a should bold them prisoners until1 he was satisfled that they wore what they purported to bo.
martinet, and did not hesitate to use i „
. .
- a - T,„Bnnrona
, He immediately
telegraphedto Gen. itosecrans,
the moat opprobrious language toward an(j received the answer that he knew nothing
those having business with him. He : of any snch men ; that there were no such men
was a spoiled child of fortune. Pos- in his employ or had his pass,

.

The New York of Antiquity, as
Carthage may fairly be called, is so essentially a thing of the past that to approach it by railway appears quite a

awhile on Gen. Bragg’s staff as Chief of Artillery, but at the time of his death was Inspector
General When he entered the Confederate
army he altered his name, and now signs it
thus: “Laurence W. Orton, Col. Cav. P. A., C.
S. A.” (Provisional
army, Confederate States
of America.) Sometimes ho writes his name
“Orton,” and sometimes “Anton,” accordingto
the object he has in view. This we learn from
papers found on him. These facts in relation to
the personal history of Ool. Orton I have gathered from the Colonel himself and from Col
Watkins,who knows him well, they having he
longed to the same regiment of the regular
army— Second United States cavalry. Col Watkins’ did not recognizehim, however, until he

thrilling

of the Thirty-fifthIndiana, and I give
it as nearly as possible in his own language. The point mentioned where
Col. Watkins overtook the spies is a
small branch running between the fort
on Figures’Hill and the Nashvilleturnpike, and the headquarters,where they
were taken, is Maney’s, now Dr. Parks’
house.
AN ACCOUNT BY AN EYE-WITNESS.
Lwt evening, Juno ft, 1803, about sundown,

The

Carthage Appears To-day.

there is nothing
unnatural in entering one by train and
the other by stage; but it certainly does
seem incongruous to rattle up in a wellcushionedsteam car, with a first-class
ticket in one’s pocket, to the site of a
capital whose independent existence
ended 2,000 years ago. Nevertheless,
the spot is well worth visiting, if only
for the sake of the cordial welcome and
inexhaustibleinformation given to all
comers by good Father Bresson, .of
the French mission, whose, neat little
chapel
of St. Louis, with its low, white
made himself known, and now mourns his
wall and embowering foliage, marks the
apostasyand tragic fate.
The other victim of this delusive and reckless spot where the last of the crusading
daring was Walter 0. Peter, a Lieutenant in
Kings of France perished ruthlessly in
the rebel army, and Col. Orton's Adjutant Ho
was a tall, handsome young man of about 25 1270. From the central point, once the
years, ana gave many signs of education and actual citadel of Carthage, what is left
refinement. Of his history I have leen able to of the famous city may be taken in at
gather nothing. He played hut a second part
a glance. In the garden of the chapel
Col Orton was the leader and did all the talk-

account of the whole
affair, from an eye-witness,a Surgeon

The snow was crisp beneath our feet;
The moon was full, the fields were gleaming;
By hood and tippet shelteredsweet,
Her face with youth and health was beaming,
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try them by drum-head court-martial,and, if
the street.
Williams Orton.
found guilty, to hang them immediately." The
Wonderful Pedestrian Feats.
The clerk called to the boss as soon
At the beginning of the war he was court was convened, and, before daylight,the
as
the owner of team had cleared the
case
was
decided
and
the
prisoners
informed
Lazy as we are wont to consider the
the confidentialaid of Gen. Winfield
that they must prepare for immediate death by
stable
Orientals,
many
of
the
“
matches
Scott, but just before the battle of
“Say, that man is going to Ten Mile
........ ..... ......
__
_ his hanging.
against time” achieved by them may
Manassas
franklyj _______
acknowledged
to
men were detailedto make
in the morning, to be gone a week.”
chief his Southern proclivities,and told ! Bcaffold^ 'f’hc prisonere were* visited "by tiie * bear comparison with the best of those
“ The d— 1! Call him back.”
him he ’could not bear arms against his chaplain of the Seventy-eighth Illinois, who, i now pending among ourselves. An
The clerk hallooed him back, when
native State of Virginia. He was, how- npon their request, administeredthe sacrament Arab donkey-boy will go at a run all the
:

’

the corral

©ent

him

fined

Warren and there conuntil information would be

to Fort

him

harmless. He remained immured in
prison for three months, when he was

1

man

“Going to

friends.

said

:

leave this team here a

fatigue.
Sikh dispatch-bearer will week ? ”
“ Yes, sir; about a week, I reckon.”
The gallows was constructed by a wild cherry- j scamper through miles of jungle in the
“Well, my friend, you will have to
tree, not far from the depot, and in a
wj^jj a heavy bag on his shoultheir

A

very

de™, shakings bunch of metal rings to leave some security for the care and
feed of this team.”
freed and sent through the lines. His ground. A little after ft o’clock a. m. the whole scare away the tiger and the hyenas,
“ Heavens, man,” replied the stranger,
brilliant accomplishments, his martial garrison was marshaled around the place of Four meager Hindoos, who appear
“ ain’t the team security enough?”
bearing and his high connection gnve j ®xocution/n.9°1®“°8^.^-JWm^P^r^)IJ'
barely able to carry a hand-bag, will
“No, sir; hay is worth $150 a ton, and
Lim a prestige that at once secured him
‘hhe Juard conducted the prisoners . take a heavy palanquin,containing an
if yon should leave that team in my
a hearty welcome and a ready promo- to the scaffold.They walked firm and steady, officerand all his belongings,over the
tion ; and, but for his unfortunate tem»f unmindful of the fearfulprecipice they i ground
at a smart trot for hours to- care for a week, and anything should
happen to prevent your coming back
per, he would have made an ornament |
! ge‘ber. Even more marvelous are the
for it, the horses and wagon wouldn’t
achievements
of
the
Persian
shatirs
to the South, for he possessed unquesArriving at the place of execution,thoi
(professional couriers),who, trained bring enough to cover the livery bill.
stepped upon the platform of the cart and too
tionable military talent and courage.
I’d rather you’d take ’em somewhere
About the 1st of June he was honor- their respective place*. The Provost Marsha! from their very childhood to feats of
Capl Alexander,then tied a linen handkorchie strength and activity, daily accomplish eheS'—LeadvilleChronicle.
ably dismissed from the military family
over the face of each and adjusted the ropes.
of Gen. Bragg, and. in company with a They then asked the privilege of bidding a,1a
last distances bordering upon the incrediHints for Keeping Off Wrinkles.
young man, his Adjutant, Lieut. W. G. farewell, which, being granted, they tenderly ble. Not many years ago one of these
embraced
each
other.
This
over, the cart men reached Teheran fully two hours
There
is no such thing as wiping out
Peter, of Baltimore, deliberately,and
moved from under them, and they bung in the
wrinkles.
In men they are often honbefore
his
appointed
time,
having
covwithout the knowledge of any one, made air. What a fearful penalty! They swung off
orable
evidence
of hard mental labor;
ered
an
immense
tract
of
very
difficult
the daring attempt of inspecting the at fl:30. In two minute* the Lieutenant ceased
outposts of the Federals. This attempt to struggle. The Colonel caught hold of the country in fourteen hours of almost in- in women they are usually the evidence
rope with both band* and raised himself up at cessant running; but bis chief, so far of coming age, although care and sufwas never understood. It could not three
minute*, and ceased to struggle in five
have resulted in anything of value to minutes. At six minutes, Dr. Forrester,Sur- from praising him, simply remarked: fering have much to do with them.
the Confederacy, and was, of course, geon of the Sixth Kentucky Cavalry; Dr. Mo*<, M Could you not have done it in Sometimes fair foreheads are premafraught with the most serious conse- Seventy-eighthIllinois Infantry,and myself, twelve? ” and on his return journey the turely wrinkled from a nervous habit of
who had been detailed to examine the bodies,
quences. It was aoserted by them, in approached them and found the pulse of both indomitable man actually did sq. The raising the eyebrows, and from a too
their last moments, to have been’ an full and strong. At seven minutes the Colonel occupation is a dangerous one, not only great and too constant pressure of the
pillow on one or both sides of the head
effort to pass into the lines for the pur- shruggedhi* shoulder*. The pulse of each from the extraordinaryexertionswhich
pose of reaching their Northern homes. contioued to beat sovonteen minute*, and it) it demands, but also from the fact of the while sleeping. And just here comes a
twenty minute* all sign* of life had ceased.
The true reasons will never be known, The bodies were cut down in thirty minute*, runners being so tightly girded that a fact work remembering. If the foreas the unseemly and fearful haste with and inooffloed in full drees. The Colonel was fall or even a stumble would be certain head has escaped wrinkles,crow’s feet
which their fate was decided gave them bnriod with a gold locket and chain on hi* death. Persian chroniclersrelate that a are prematurely seen about the corners
nook. The locket containedthe portraitand a certain native once promised his daugh- of the eyes. We all see the crow’s feet
no time to bring to their aid the inflnbraid of hair of hi* intendedwire; her portrait
enceof friends or reason. I am dis- was also in hi* vest pocket These were buried ter to any man who would keep up with in men and women . whose brows are
posed to believe it was only a thought- with him at hi* request Both men were buried his chariot all the way from Teheran to smooth and young-looking.They are
Ispahan. A celebrated shatir under- the result of sleepitig on the right and
less and reckless attempt to do some ro- in the same grave.
I should have stated in another place that the
took
the task, and held his own till the left sides. The pressure upon the temple
mantic action that, from its very hardi- prisoners did not want their punishment dehood, would reflect a sort of notoriety layed, but, well knowing the consequence* of gate of Ispahan was fall in view, when and cheeks leaves wrinkles at the cornpon men soured by disappointed am- their act, even before their trial asked to have the 8hah, alarmed at the prospect of ners and underneath the eyes which
the sentence,either by hanging or shooting. having
g to make gooa
good ms
his rasa
rash pironnse, disappear in a few hours, but finallybebition.
let fall his whip. The runner, knowing come so fired that neither hoars nor
There seems to have been an unacthat it would cost him his life to stoop, ablutions will abate them. If girl chilcountable fatalitvabout the whole transcontrived to pick it up with his feet. dren were compelled to sleep on their
action. Their daring action bjd fair to
The eider and leader of these unfortunate The treacherousmonarch then dropped backs and continued the habit when
succeed, and, doubtless,would have
meu was Laurence Williams, of Georgetown,
they reach womanhood and afterward,
. done so, but for the recognition of an D. C. He was as fine a lookingman as I have his ring, when the shatir, seeing that
old school-fellow ; for though, according ever seen, about six feet high and perhaps 30 his fate was sealed, exclaimed reproach- they would arrive at middle life without
to the author quoted below, the sus- years old. He was a son of Capt Williams, who fully: “Oh! King, you have broken crow’s feet gathering in the neighborwas killed at the battle of Monterey. He was
picion of the men being spies is attrib- one of the most intellectual and accomplished your faith, but I am true to mine!” hood of the eyes, and in most cases
uted to Col Baird, I have seen numer- men I have ever known. I have never known picked up the ring and fell dead on the their fot< heads would be free from even
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New Saw Machine.

reduced when his
and other provisions,
even salt, are exhausted.— T/te

CO-OPERATION.
______ *

is often

For many years farmers have felt the need

stores of biscuit

How It Is Successfully Practiced in England. and
of some improvement on the old and laborious
The figures which represent the sales Spectator.
two-handedcross-cut saw, for sawing up
of one of the London co-operative
bodies of trees into any length desired for sawstores— the “Army and Navy”— asset
logs, staves, rails, stove-wood,etc. This longThe Hon. Standoff’s Bust.
forth in an articleby Mr. J . H. Lawson
needed improvementhas at last been invented
“Gemien, a curus anecdote happened
in the latest number of the Nineteenth
by W. W. Giles, of Cincinnati, O., who, by the
Century, are as follows: First year’s at de cabin of de Hon. Lycurgus Stand- way, is one of the greatest of American invenbusiness, $651,405; third year’s,$2,177,- off las’ night,” said Brother Gardner, as tors. Wo see from our exchangesthat the
260; fifth year’s, $4,561,740, and the the janitor lighted a fresh lamp. “De editor of the Ohio Fanner, also the editor of
the A. C. Jitcleie,of Clnoiniutl,
ctlled on Mr. GIIh*
seventh and last year’s, $7,700,000. Mr. bmdder am not heah, owin’ to resuns to penonally
to boo the marToloui law machine.They
be
menshuned
a
little
furder
on,
an’
de
both
pronounced
it
a
machine
of
great meiit. The
Lawson considers various grievances
curiosity of these gentlemen was not Batl.tUd upon
which the shopkeepers have, speaking case am one to which de attenshun of s.-elng others operate the machine, but they both tried
de club has been called by several it tueraselveaon a large log, and they report that one
of one as follows :
man operatesit with eaie, and saw* much mote rapidly
white
men, an’ an investigashun de- than two men could with the ordinarycross-cut saw.
“ The final and most important plea
The secret of running this machineso easily Is exis the serious injury that is being done manded. De facts in de anecdote seem plainedby the fact that the weight of the opetatoidoes
fully on*-halt of the labor. It ia east y raoied or carto the tradesmen themselves.This is a to unwind as follows : De Hon. Stand- ried about by one man, and has all the poinu of duramatter which deserves the fullest sym- off was about to retire fur de night. De bility and practicalutility wanted In such an implement. A very large demand for lbe»e machines ia alpathy and the most grave consideration. ole woman had a’ready sought de downy ready established,and all who see them are delighted
Sorry as all must be, there is no doubt couch of sweet repose; de cliill’n were
about it that the shopkeepers must suf- dreamin’ of apple-blossoms an’ angels,
fer from the process, which will gradual- an’ de oat an’ dog had dropped down
behin’ de stove in blissful harmony.
ly lead to their almost total extinction
and how to alleviate that suffering is Dar was a hot fiah in de stove. De
the point to which public attention Hon. Standoff lingered behin’ to injoy
should bo directed. To attempt to do de refreshment,and’ he bad just leaned
so by the abolition of co-operative ober to spit under de front doahs when
stores would be futile, as they have sunthin’ happened. De top of dat
taken too deep a root. As well might stove riz up. So did de ole teakettle, a
we "demand the extinction of railways hot brick, an’ more or less fiah. De
and the restorationof the old stage Hon. Standoff also riz up an’ got out
coaches. Progress cannot be impeded. doahs an’ yelled ‘Murder! ’ at de top of
Should the electric light prove a sue his voice. It was a riz-up time aroun’
cess, no considerationfor the lossei of ' dat house, an’ folks say dat fam’ly was
the gas companies will prevent its adop- de wildest-lookin’
lot o’ niggers cber
I seen in Detroit. Now den, what caused
One of these London societies has i dat ’sploshun ? It wasn’t gas. It wasn’t
become a manufacturer on an extensive low water in de biler. White men say
and increasingscale, which is thus de- it was caused by powder in a stick of
.scribed
wood, an’ dat de wood didn’t belong to
“A very large number of working- j de Hon. Standoff, who now lies in bed
men are employed on the premises in vdd blisters all ober him. Was ft powtailoring,and more than 100 women are tier? Was dat powder in a stick of
constantly at shirt-making, receiving wood? Did de brudder incorporate
good and even liberal wages, in favora- dat wood from some surroundingnayble contrast with those exposed in bur? Let de members speak.”
Samuel Shin was the first to break
Hood’s famous “Song of the Shirt;” and
it must be some satisfactionto the the silence. Rising to his feet, with a
wearers of these garments that, though blush of philosophy covering his face,
they get them at reduced prices, that re- he said
“Bekase dar was a ’sploshun in de
duction has not been wrung from the
misery of the poor workers. It embarks, stove it doan’ foller dat dar was powder
moreover, in mantle-making, perfumes, in de wood. Suppose one of de chil’en
and in the manufactureof portman- had dropped a bottle of boss medicine
teaus, dressing-bags,purses, and other in de fiah befo’ goin’ to bed. I’ve
leather goods, tin-work, japanned ware, knowed dat wery thing to happen in
cabinets,etc., in fancy woods, also in my own house, an’ whar’s de man who
printing and die-sinking. This may be says I stole wood?”
“If I war to be axed for my opinyun
deprecatedby many, but the society
has, in fact, been forced into it by the on dis subject,” remarked Way down
difficulty,and almost in some instances Bebee, as he took the floor, “I should
impossibility, of procuring really sound say dat dar mought have been powder
and good articlesthat could be confi- in de wood. What of it? If de Hon.
dently warranted to its members, owing Standoff had a mind to, couldn’t he put
to the system of scamping and conceal- powder in his own wood ? Dar’s no law
ing defects. The results have quite to prevent him. Do white folks hain’t
pace with the most sanguine ex- de only folks who kin put on style an’
pectations. The prices have been re- plug deir stovewood wid powder.”
“I fink I see how all dis happened,”
duced, the members are satisfied,and
the workingmen, many of them the said Blackberry Williams, as Bebee sat
best in their respective trades, are well down. “Fur instance.De Hon. Standoff owns wood. He sees dat woodpile
content.”
Mr. Lawson closes with a rose-colored growin’ smaller— meltin’ away like he
prediction of the future of co-opera- had six stoves goin’ ’stead of one. He
plugs a stick wid powder. He forgets
tion
which is de stick. It finds its way into
“ It will thus be seen that co-operahis own stove, an’ whar’ am dat stove
tive societies are likely to prove friends
to the workingman,however they may to-day?”
None of the other members seemed
affect the traders ; and another beneficial effect, a national ene, must follow. inclined to tackle the subject, and
By largely reducing the selling prices Brother Gardner said
“De Hon. Standoff am hereby acof these manufactures, they compete
more favorably with those of foreign quitted of de charge of takin’ firewood
production,and tend, therefore, to keep belongin’ to somebody else, but de
Cha’r feels it his dooty to warn de bnidthe trade in our own hands.”
der to be a little more keerful in de
future.”— Defro/f Free Press.
Miss Wharton’s Pie.
;

:

tion.”

:

j

1

:

with their mperlor labor-s.ulng
principles.Many people are constantlycalling on Mr (tiles to sen the machine and lest Its merits for their friends In the count>y. Our attentionwn* called to one man In Colorado,
who wrote to Samuel Cary, of Cincinnati (and, by the
way, one of the moat dl tin*uiBiied statesmen of Olno),
asking b'm to call and see Mr. Giles and Ids saw machine, and write what hothoughtof it. Mr.Cary promptly went to see the machine, and pronounced tl a good
machine, and concluded to buy two of them himself.
Mr. Giles la said to he very wealthy, being a real estate
owner of over If Axi.iOU,and Ills confidenceIn the great
merit oi his Inveniiunis shown fiom tho fact that he
guaranim>a every muchiue to give satiafkctloa.

LEADVILLE,

UYK STOCK COMHIMMION.
MOFARLAND

OOXjOn.AJDO.

Miss Margaret Wharton was a lady of
The Ways of Trade.
good family and large fortune. She
When young Hyson, who is a comwas one of the Whartons of Skelton
mission merchant and an importer,
Castle, Cleveland, and possessed £200,came home to dinner one evening last
000, half of which she gave to a nephew.
week, he found Mrs. Hyson just parting
She was well known in Scarborough, with a caller and describing some
where she used to send out for “a pen- “lovely” Chinese lanterns she had
nyworth of cream” and “a pennyworth
bought at Veneer’s, on Washington
of strawberries,” always paying her penstreet.
ny down. From this little peculiarity
Hyson’s face grew dark as the narrashe became known as Peg Pennyworth.
tive proceeded,and when the door
On one occasion, while in Scarborough,
closed upon the visitor he turned to
she had a meat pie made. It was very
Mrs. H. with lowering brow and asked,
large, as it was f^or herself, some visitors
“ What have you been fooling money
and the servants. She ordered her away on at Veneer’s? ”
footman to take it to the bake house.
“ Don’t be such a bear, Harry,” said
He refused, saying it was not consistent Mrs. H., “I only bought a dozen of
with his dignity to be seen, dressed in
these lovely lanterns, nice for ornaments
plush and tags, carrying a meat pie.
and pretty to use in the country next
Mistress Peg then desired the coachsummer, and they were only $1 each
man to take it, but he also declined. did you ever see anything like them
“Bring out the carriage,” was the combefore?”
mand. The carriage was harnessed, the
“ fcee ’em ! ” groaned Hyson ; “ they
coachman donned his powdered wig and
sent me 4,000 of ’em in the Mandarin,
mounted the box, the footman ascendand I have only sold one lot, and that
ed behind, ^ and Mrs. Margaret Wharwas 100 to Veneer for $15.” Tears and
ton, sitting in state in the carriage, bore
tableau.—Bo.sio?i Commercial Bullethe meat pie on her lap. “Drive to the
__
bake house,” was her command. In an
hour or two, the same state being obEarly in the present century the
served, the pie was brought back. Irish language was spoken more or less
“Now,” she said to the coachman, “von in every county throughout Ireland. It
have kept your place, which is to drive; is estimated that one-fourth of the gross
and you,” turning to the footman, population, or about 1,000,000 people,
“have kept yours, which is to wait; and spoke English exclusively, while probnow we will all have some of the pie.’!=- ably an equal or somewhat greater
Chambm' Journal
number knew Irish only. In the
intervening period down to the present
— - 'A Patagonian Dinner.
time a great change has taken place, as
is conclusivelyshown in the censuses of
The piece de resistance is principally
1861 and 1871. In all Ireland now only
ostrich,but this can be served with
about 162,400, or one in thirty-sixof the
rice as pot-au-feu,or steaks can be
gross population,still know no other
broiled, the wings, which are the greatest delicacy— something like turkey, tongue than Irish.
“perhaps even finer being sent up as
On Oar Most Distant Frontiers,
a separate dish, the gizzard roasted As in our busiest and most populous cities of
a Vmdienne; and for the third course, the seaboard and interior,Hostetler’s Stomach
a custard of ostrich eggs, sngar and Bitters is pre-eminently popular. Wherever
plants its foot ou this continent,
gin. The guanaco, when fat, is said to civilization
thithor the great tonic soon finds its way. Nor
be not unlike beef; bat at certain sea- is this surprising, for it is the medicine of ail
sons of the year it is terribly lean, and others best adapted to tho wants of the Western
in that case only the head can be con- emigrant,bo be miner or agriculturist. It is an
incomparablo remedy for the diseases to which
sumed,' and it is usually roasted under he is most subject, uud which aro liable to be
the embers and eaten cold. The mulito, brought on by a change of climato, hardship,
or small variety of the armadillo,is exposure,unaccustomed air and diet, and miconsidered a great delicacy, and during asmatic atmosphere and water. Among these
aro disordors of tho stomach and bowels, rhou- v
the winter and spring months, when it math: ailments, and malarious fovers, for all of
is fat, the puma is greatly prized. In- which Ho? tetter’s Bitters is a certain specific.A
deed, puma fat seems to be invaluable course of tho Bittersbefore departingfor the
new field of labor, orou arriving, will have tho
to the hunter, who finds it impossible
effectof preventing the evils for which it is
to subsist on a diet of lean meat; and such a signal remedy.
i
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8. 0. BARG KANT. OwL Ootmmlotfoa.
U7 8a Waft*
W.H. WILLIAMSAQO, BstUr A rtoh.ima.W>agta
lAadTllU,
mines are to day the wonder of the
mining world. It* carbonate ores are immensely rich,
and It is correctly named " the poor man's mining locality. because Its mines can be worked with an ordinary
wind ass, nick and sho»el;newmines are diacoTniwd
• linostdaly, and quite aa often by the inexperienced
stringer aa by old miners; the millions In ore already
Piano Arrangement of
mined and tho cords of silver bars are tho best evidence
of {he solid wealth of thla vicinity.
By H. Maylath.$1.00
For a map with all discoveries, yields of silverand
Contains3.1 pieces taken from the attractive composigold at Leadville and vicinityto date, and any informaUon desired legardlng mines or mining,prlcea of com- tion. Those who prefer tho Vocal Score can have It at
the same price.
modities of every kind, demand and wage# for labor of
every kind, both male and imnale.how to get here and
whit to bring, write Price <k McNair, Brokers, Land and
Mining Agents,LeadvilleUol., inclosing CO cents. Kv
WonD and MuMo. fl.00
er> possible courtesyand informationwill be extended
at our odice here to strangerson their arrivalwithout
The Sorckhe* ia by tho same composers as Pinafore,
„„
PRIOR A McNAlR.
and musically, quite
good. Piano Arrangementby
RKi- RRKNCKS— Hon. F. W. Pitkin, Governor ColMoeluno also for 81.00.
orado, Denver; Hon. John F. Dillon, Judgo U. 8. Clrcuit Court, St. Louis ; Hon. N. P Hill, U. 8. Senator
fmin Colorado, Denver; Like County Bank of leadville; Gammon A Deering, manufacturers of Marsh
Harvestersand Binders,Chioago.
Mots.
Contains a large and well-arranged collectionof
Saciucd and SeculaB tongs for Temperancemeeting*.

and

5

5 MUSIC 5 BOOKS

.

„

H^f^^PINAPORE*

THE SORCERER.

.

__

HULL’S TEMPERANCE GLEE BOOK,

OREGON!

TTH MATERIAL PROGRESS FOR THE
!_ li»Kt ten years— a Htateiuentof fiictn. lly
William Reid, Esq , Secretary of the Portland Hoard of Trade. A valuable addition
to any library. Price 2rt Cta , Postpaid.
I). H. STEARNS & CO.,
Hook Publishers,Portland, Oregon.

Address
_

Not Doservlng of Flty.
Beggared spondthrifta, to whom money

has no
A Mine of Wealth— a •elf-closing,calf-akin Pocketexchange value but pleasure.
H Book, postpaid 26C;_E. H ALIA) WAY, Belvidero, ffi.
Persons who will persist in dying by inches
7 ‘Mont nanQ expenses guaranteed to Agent*.
with dyspepsia and liver diseases,when Dr.
Outfit free. Shaw A Co., Augusta, Maink.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discoveryand Pleasant
A MONTH— AUENT8 WANTEU-38 bts.
Purgative Pellets are unfailing remedies for
telling articles In the world; one lampil
these maladies.
/rtt. Address Jay Bronson Detroit. Mloh
Parents who spare the rod and ruin tho child.
PAY— With Stencil Outfit*. What costa %
Fast young mou and women arc generally
Ctt, Mill rapidly for 60 eta. Catalogue />«*

CUPS AND SAUCERS.

By Gboukiti. »o.

A delightful Parlor Operettaneeding but two performers. Very good music.

THE HEM
An unusuallygood collection of Anthemo. All choir#
should have it

V4I

$350

i

ill

B. AL Spencer, HI Waah'n Bt., Boston,Mat*^
spoiled children to begin with.
People who suffer from catarrh, when Dr.
A DAY to Agent* canvassingfor tne Flr»
title VDUor. Tenns tnd Outfit Free. AdSage’s Catarrh Remedy is a safe, reliable,and
drew P. O^ VICK KRY. Augutt*.Maine
well -tested remedy for this loathsome disease.
People who marry for money, and find too
late that tho golden glitter is all moonshine.
KIDDER'S
Women who suffer death every day of their
Man.
lives, when Dr. Pierce'sFavorite’ Prescription
will effectually remove those painful weaknessmonth. Rvery grtdaateguaranteed a paying tMnes and impart a healthful tone and strength to
nt ion. Addreu R. Valentine, Manager, Janesville. Wl*
the whole system.
DKillMT Y from any cause
People who live beyond their means and find
speedily cured. Our AVir Krinnl'i
that stylo and pride like everything else in this
aent on receipt of $1. Ommunl_ cation* confidential.KI HKKA
world, unless placed upon a secure foundation, _ ___ _
MEDICINE CCO.. m«fc 1TO USsllo Street, Chicago.
are subject to the law of gravitation.
— OholceatIn the world— Importera'
price#
Invalids who do more toward fostering dis—Largest Company in America— staple
ease. by living and sleeping in the low, unvonti_
__
_ article— please* everybody -Trade conlatcd rooms of tho ordinary house, than tho
tinuallyIncreasing—Agenta wanted even where— beat
inducements— don't waato time— tend for Circular.
best medicinescan accomplishtowarc( recovery,
RQBTJYKm. 43 Veuy St. N. Y. P. O. Box 1387.
when at a moderate expense they can socuro all
TRUTH in MIGHTY!
the hygienic an 1 sanitaryadvantages of tho
riiSiii. Kviim*,u.
a— u* wiMf*. <ii b.
Invalids’ Hotel at Buffalo, N. Y. Every physibk »•« M*. k««W.
k .(
.r ul
*r V»lr, MU u ... . —..I aOeg.
cian knows how much recovery depends upon
•r
b..uu « »ib, I..U.U «t
n.1 MM. U. Um. .mi gM. wW-. Jtm
good nursing and tho hvgieuic conditions of tho
01 tm MM. M* Ik. *M U BUrllfM
sick-room.Chronic diseases aro especially
AiifM frU MASTINR1, 1 PraMM
tl.. SmU*. Mum TL*.ii
I
subject to these conditions.
j
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TEAS.
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ProfessionalIndorsement which has
been accordedby leading medical mou in
various parts of tho countryto Da Wm. Hall’s
Balsam foU the Lungs is u sufficientguaranty of ite efficacyin eradicating diseases of tho
breathingorgans. Those gciitlomou have thoroughly tested tho remedy, and their concurrent
testimonyis to the effect that it is a positive
specific fui lung, bronchial and throat affections
of every description, and a most reliable preventive of that dreaded scourge,consumption.
Druggists sell it.

Y.

TEAS!
......

Chestnut St. Philo.

AHEAD

All the Time.

The very beat good*
directfrom the Ira. Por,*,m H*lf the
usual cost But plan ever offered to Club Agenta and

_

Urge bnyere ALL
New terms FREE.

EXPRESS CHARGES

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
Drmonurattd v HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL
WORLD'S EXPOSITIONS FOR TWELVE YEARS,
I

viz.: At Paiuk 186,; Vienna,1873; Santiago.1875;
Philadelphia, iKiti . Pahib, 1878; md Giiand Swedihh
Gold Medal. 1878. Only American Organa ever awarded highesthonorsat any aueh. Sold for caah or installnwnis.
HS. ILLUBTHATED
IllubthatedCATALOGUE#
UATALOGUK8Mid
and GirClllarS.
Circulars, With
with
new styles am
and prices, sent free. MASON A HAMLIN
ORGAN
CO. BOSTON. NEW YORK, or CHICAGO.
GAN CO..

r.o".‘SiS v'“y

Tork-

BTJV THia

BAY STATE ORGAN
DIRECT FROM FACTORY,
And Nnve Agent*’ Uommloaton. Two fall Reti
Reeds, with Celeste 9 Stops, for tOO. Fully warranted.
Other style* very low Oorroaiiondence
solicited.
C. B. HUNT A CO., Manunsciurer*.
1QI Rrlatnl*«.. Hoeten. Mne#.

_

|

HOMES "WEST.

A cholos from orrr 1,000.000acres
ere# Iowa
I«#i Lands,
due west from Chicago,at (torn ffi
•5 to 18 per acre, In
form lota, end on easy tonne. Low
rm freights
freight and readf
markets. No wildmiees-m ague—
e— no Indians.
Ind
Landexploringticketsfrom Ciiltago, free to buyers. Far
Mops. Pamphlets and full Informationapply to

IOWA RAILKOAIl LAND COMPAWY,

Cedar Kaplde,low*, or 02 Randolph Street, Chicago.

COCLINS

&C0’S

MASONIC
Sf"?

Supplies for Lodges, Chapters,

Recently, in one of the Lowell Baptist churches, the Bell telephoneapparatus was placed* in tho pulpit on
Sunday, and the service was heard distinctly by people having connection
with it in all parts of the city. The
singing, both tune and words, was heard
at Foxborough, fifty-fivemiles distant,
and, via Foxborough,in Boston, eighty
miles away.

and Commanderles, manufactured by JIf. C. Ulley (V Co., CtfUtlt*
btu, O. Send for
but,
______________________
Price Htti.

o.

/vtobccD
ICC.
WATCH
NEW
PH

212

BW*KnlghU T emplarUniform* a Specialty,
Military,Society, and Firemen'*Qoode.

y

Fir
mm

STOVE POLISH

CHEW

^
"

soldiers— Pensioners

the

The Celebrated
“ Matchless”
Wood Tag Plug

Tobacco.

The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York. Boston and Chicaflt.

I

pkrmankntTCS

kA free botfIe’»of nf
renowned Rpuciilo end .

M

‘
valuable Tre
Treaties
aent
any sufferer sending me hU
Pnstoffloe and Express ad-

dress.

Db. H. G. ROOT. 183 Pearl Street, New York.

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE C'

XCTORULZ;

and relieving tho throat after any exertion of
Troches are effectual

Collins 8c Co.
YORK C. ty.

'BsSKESSa
M" I^

clearing the voice before speaking or singing,

organs. For Coughs and Colds

Sr.

CURED FREE

RrsiNSIVN

Public Bpeakeus and Bingebs will find
“Bbown’s Bbonchial Troches” beneficial in

the vocal

PAID.

ENi^rsto'n'ioo:

NERVOUS;
____

Tde

OLIVER DITS0N k CO., Boston.
AiCo., J. B. Dltson tkCoH

C. II. Dltron
71 1 A N43 Broadway. N.

|

:

A

PRODUCE COMMUMION.

!

P HISTORYofueWORLD

*'*»''"* ,n. ®*«ht-p*gepaper-" The National
Trii un*. -devoted to the interest* of Pensioners,
It contains 078 fine hUtorlcol engravingsand 1
.Soldiersand Sailors,and their helra; alto containsInlarge double-column pages, and U the most oom
teresting family reading.
HUtonr
of the World ever published. It hU* at
Piice,/(/tw Ctnt, a year— special inducementa to clubs.
A propft blank to collectamount due under new Head for apecimen pages and extra term* to Agenta
Addresa NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.
Akkearh ok Pension Hill furnlahedyrntnitoMWi/ to
Chicago,DL
r
•“'•'rib'T,only, and such cl.lnia filedIn Pension
Uttice it ill, oni rharyr. January number as siiecimen
copy free bend lor it. GEORGE K. LEMON A CO.,
n uahlngton.
D. O. Lock Box IMA.

Sawing

At every great world’s exhibition for twelve
years Mason <t Hamlin Organs have been
awarded the gold modal or other highest honor.
Last year at tho Paris Exposition they were
found worthy of tho gold medal.

off a

Log.

ES.

Send your name and address to Ooden. Ablewhi jb it Co., Chicago, and got one of their illustrated cataloguesof something stylish to wear.
Bee advertisementin anothercolumn.

HOtT TO«rr THE# tn ibrlfat part of tb* Alai*. 0,000, OOt
aeiea l-r tale. I nr HIKE vo,,; of thv “ kanaaa Ha, Nr He*#.
itraB. a-Mr*.. c .1 nOn.-TP
Hill,

l.an-1

I

Chew Jackson’sBeat Sweet Navy Tobaooo.
Read Leadville(Col.) advertisement

MINNESOTA LANDS

far nctnnl Srttlera
cheap,by paying In R. R. bond*. Addresa F. 8. U1IR1&

TUN8EN, Agent, MlnneapoIU, Minn.

Patent
FIRE

We

are prepared to fill all orders
for Stoker's Patent Fire Kindlcr
for Coal or Wood. Agents wanted on
Salary or Comtnlaaion. Send Stamp.

F.MEKY * NEAKPAKM,

Kindlcr. Mnniiffers,Whitehall,

This

SAW MACHINE

In n

wonderful In-

vontion The weight of the man who In
mwing doe* half of the work. It enwit lopt
any hIzo and

2

nnwofTa
log In
2 minutes.- Cirrulnr? free. Addreaa,Wm.
GILES, 6p0 W. Oth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
of

will

Mich.

THE 0RI8INAL ft ONLY 6ENUINE
44

Vibrator” Threshers,
WITH IK PRO TED

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS.
And Steam Thresher Engines,

IK'KET DICTIONARY, SO, OOO

Wordi, and
Dr. Foote’s llriilth.H ont lily, one year, otlo.
Md
urray Him, Prn. Co.. 11*0 K. ZNth St.. New York.

V

Mode only by

NICHOLS, SHEPARD SOC,
BATTLE CBEEK, BIUL

CQQfifiAVEAR. How to Make

OuOUU00*4* COE

It JVo-iywo.
* YONtiE, Bt Leals, Me.

HABIT & SKIN DISKASiSo

MUSTANG

Thousand* cured. Loweit Pricee.Do not
foil to write. Dr.F.E.Marth.quincy.MIcb

OPIUM
58

R DAY

flODA

^

V

FOUNTAINS-^.***.iw.

a

«»c. For catalogue,*c., addreu wfl
Chapian A Ce.. MaiLon, lnd.-31 8 VIE
Shipped ready

for

Oil

Rik Ceuta a year for fint-claasmechanical monthly,
tl" Send a 8c stamp for a copy of the Cincinnati
Artisan. Address LANK A BODLKY CO.. Cincinnati.
a

U family medicine that has healed!

AGENTS.
READ THIS
We

will pay Agents a Salary of 1100 per month
expenses,or allow a large commission,to sell our

MILU0NS DURING 35 YEARS!

and

new

unucuiin

ana wonderfulinrentions.H'< wuan what to* toy. Sample free. Address SHERMAN & CO., Marshall,Mich.

Largest Assortment in the

World

of Plays, Dramas, Comedies, Farces, Ethiopian Dramas.
Plays for Ladiesonly. Plays for OenOemen only. Wigs,

Beards, Mustaches, Face Preparations,Bnmt Cork,
Jarley's Wax-Works, Tableaux,Charades, Pantomimes,
Guide to the Stage, and, for Amatrare, Make-op Book,
Make-up Boxes, New Plays. 8AM’ I. FRENCH A SON.
38 Koat 14th 8t.. Union Square,New York.
Catalocuea seat FREE!!!

|

A

BALM FOB EVEBY WOUND OF|
MAN AND BEAST
I

ABAIN

Baiters will not Submit to tho
rnonnou#wMtax* of Grain A tl.# Inirrlorwork dou« by
Us etltw macbluea, wh#a oec# poslod on Um

THE
BNTYBE Threshing Expenses
I (ondofttn » Tlmr* that amouutieaa U mad# in
"

* to

tbs Extra Grain

SAVED by ibtt# Improvtd*»>*«- tt

1THE0LDE8T&BE8TLINIMENTI
EVER MADE

IN

AMERICA.
Grala, W#l or Dry, Long

PIAN08^-*J«2^3ft
Matliushek’s
sale
up-

or

Short,Ussdador

Posad.

SALES LAEGEE THAN EVER.

for tiqairea— finest

America— 12.QU0 in use— Flame
wot on irlal-Catalogue
free. Mbkdkl*
sour PUIO Co., 21 E. 15th stmt, N. Y.
rights in

$10

The Mexican Mustang Liniment
been known for more than Lhlrty-flv<
years as tbo best of all Llnlmonts, for
Man and Beast. Its sales Unlay arc
larger than ever. It cures when &]l|
others fail, and penetratesskin, tenf
and muscle, to tho very bone, ~
everywhere.

to $11)00

Addresa BAXTER

^CO^mK^
I
'

.M
Oaa Mt

m».

I

T^uSt., W.

Y.

U,

>kM • paUM
kmrta kte ••*• ••* wntMO. N«

COD-LIVER Oil

(IGE0FULA.— Persons afflicted

\

with

Scrciftila,Hip-disease,III-

II

ceroos Sores, Abscesses WhifF
Swelling, Psoriasis, Goitre, Necrosis# Eczema, Diseased Bones,
______

am
medical an
award at 19 Wort
Bold by Druggist*
eat

_ in tbs

tbs best by the highworld. Given highest

will please send their address
Dr.

JOURS.

Onxnifx, New Lebucs, N.Y,

C. N.

U.

No.

13

t
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STANDARD.
R. E. Werkman, GET THE
authority.
* ought

.fanncvV Cuhtmu.

‘‘The best
It
to
bo in every Library also in every Academy
and in every School.”— //on. Chun Sumner.

Manufacturerof

Changing tht

With

B sating

Tear.

the recurrence of the “bearim;

DOORS, SASH,

year,” and the consequent surplus and low

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,

Burned ont by the late Fire we re-openedIn
store just completedat our old stand on

ourmw

\

consummationwhich it Scroll
would pay to secure, even at a very conslderahlo cost. For instance, we know of
an orchard of a few acres which brought
its owner sometning more than $1,000 in
1877; had it borne this year instead, the
the trees. It is a

crop would probably not have been readily

Sawing of all kinds

River Street,

done to orjer.

We

whose long and useful life, as

all our

thusiasticallydevoted

to

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

100,000 words

Anv one of the above article?made to order to
me or measure on short notice and at Grand
Rapid# prices.

any

Cor.

River A Tenth

BoosmEras,

adds,

Compact, Substantial. Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto worK well and
give full power claimed. The
Engine a ad boiler complete,
Including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low

however, that no person must expect to
accomplishthe desired end with one year’s
alter-

nate years of picking off the fruit. If the

work

is

and just beginning to bear, the

change

can be made earlier."The Editor of The

N

"
”

and Farmer bears further
witness in the same dhection. He says:
Next year there will be few apples; they
will sell for $3 or $i per barrel, and
a dozen trees which bear then will give
their owner more net profit than a whole
orchard does this year. We believe those
who set young orchards could, if they
II. Mirror

"

JAMES I.EFFEL &

of April next,
one o’clock in the afternoon, he assigned for the
hearing of said Petition,and that the heirs at law
of the said deceased, and all other persona interested in said estate,are required to appear at a session of said Court, then to lie holden at the Probate Office, In Grand Haven, Up said County, and
show cause If any there be, why the prayer of the
petitionershould rot he granted:And It Is further ordered, that said petitionergive notice to the
persons Ime ested In said estate, of the pendency
of said petition and the hearing thereof, by cansing a copy of this order to be published In the
“Holland City Newb.” a newspaperprinted and
circulated in said County of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to said day of hearing.
A true copy, (Attest)SAMUEL L TATE.
5—
Judge of Probate.

for yourself, no

4w

PRICES APE LOW.

now regarded a? the STAN HARD AUTHORITY,
and i# #0 recommendedby Biyant,Longfellow,
— oWhittier,bumner, Holmes, Irving, Winthrop,
Agassiz. Marsh, Henry, Everett, Mann, Stephens,
A
prompt
delivery
free of charge, can
Quincy, Felton, Hilliard.Mumminger. and tne mabe relied upon.
jority ol our most distinguished
scholars,and is,
— —
O — -‘-'~
besides, recognizeda# authority by the Department# of our National Govermne it. It is also
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
adopted by many of the Hoard# of Public instrucHolland, Aug. 17, 1878.
tion.
is

price of
8 Horse Power ...... $ 242.00
•The volumes before us show a vast amount of
4‘i
....... 288.00
but with IFeMar it l# diligence in com6*
•* ....... 313.50 diligence;
blna lon with fancifuluess.With Won't*! er, in

begun while the trees are youbg

see

trouble to show goods.

“WORCESTER”

actual experience ns to changing the bear-

two or three or

Come and

EDGES. $20.00

38-ly

ing of young apple trees,” be fully believes

trial, as it will take

Etc., Etc.

DNABR1DGED.

PLATES. LIBRARY SHEEP, MARBLED

sts.

combination with good sense and judgment.
WORCESTER'S is the soberer and safer book,
49-ly
Springfield,Ohio.
and m «y be pronouncedthe bt*t existing Engli*h Lexicon.— London Alhemeum.
••The best English writers and the most particular American writers use WORCESTER as their
authority."-AV«>
York Herald.
^HE Fine Residenceof Mr. J. Van Landegcnd. ‘•After our recent strike we made the change to
1. on the corner of Tenth and Cedar streets,is WORCESTER as our authority in spelling,chiefly
for sale
42-tf
to bring ourselvesinto conformitywith the accepted usage, as well as to gratify the desire of
must of our staff, includingsuch gentlemen as
* .j r JR jINE !
Mr. Bayard Taylor, Mr. Geortre W. smalley, and
Mr. John K. C. tlassard."— Aetp York Tribune.
Ai n reeiMii e.i gnv«
I -.«»*» |»«r CO llla
CO..

THE BEST CHANCE.

cheap.

HrrvQusnrrs.

Cons unrpd'on,
atarrh.

Costive ties 1.

(

iV

female Comp/jJtt.
Dyspepsia-.
Impur.tfcf Bleed
Jcrojula.

Asthma,

ERRORS
OF YOUTH.
A GEBTLEMAN
and

ss.

at

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

with tne correct Pronunciation,

County of Ottawa,

At a session ol the ProbateCourt of the County
of Ottawa, ho’den at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven, In said connty, on Tuesday. the eleventh day of March, in the year one
thousand eight hundred and sevonty-nine.
Present: Samuel u- Tate, Judge of Probate. In
tho matter of the estate of Robbertus M. de
Hrttyn,deceased.
On reading and filing the petition duly verified,
of Abraham M. Kanters. administrator/ with will
annexed of said estate,representing that said estate Is fully administered, and prayltq that a day
may he appointedlor examining and allowing his
final account, and that he may be discharged from
further trust. Thoteupon it Is ordered,that

Thnnday, the tenth day

Caps,

Groceries,

vocabulary,

FOLLY ILLOSTEATED AND

<fc

WITH FOOE FOLL-PABE ILLUMINATED

had any

plan. He

In Its

Definition,and Etymology.

tigations,writes us in referenceto this

in the practicability of the

Hats

cbotalning considerablymore than a

pomulogical inves-

matter, that while lie has ‘‘not

have Just received a large new stock of

Dry Goods,
A larga, handsome volunn of 1854 pages,

marketable at $100. Mr. Charles Downing,
readers know, has been unselfishlyand en-

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

G.

‘‘The best existing English Lexicon.”

! STATE OF MICHIGAN,

!

—London Athenmm.

price of apples, comes the old question ot
the possibility of cliftniting the habit of

Probate Order.

ITEW FIRM

ffronchitit.

Headache.

who suffered for years from
Nervous DEBILI I'Y, PREMATURE DECAY

{

Lon of Appetite.

poiles.files.tr.

the effects of youthful indiscretion,wlllf >r
Latge sample package sent free on receipt of 15
tho sake of suffering humanity, send tree to all
cents, to pay postage and mailing.Agents wanted.
win need it. the recipe and directions for making
Address J, p. Mountain, Ogdensburg,N. Y.
the simple remedy bv which he wss cured. Sufferers wishing to profit by the advertiser'sexperience
can do so by addressing In perfectconfidence.
all

JOHN

B.

OGDEN, 42

Cedar St.,

New

NOTICE.

York.

\X7HEREAS

mv wife, Margeret. has left my bed
and board during the month or June. 1878.
without just cause or provocation, therefore noSale.
I'vEFAULT having oeen made In the conditions tice is hereby given to all concerned,that I wijj
YJ of two certain mortgages,the one bearing not he responsible for the payment of any debts
would, correct the natural tendency of
date the eleventh (11) day of January,1889, made contracted by her from thi“ date.
EDWIN R. MARKLE.
and executed by William U. Linacre and Susan
their trees. It would take faith, time ,care
A mil u«*<«cri|»tiun,
Holland, Ottawa Co., Mich., March 1st, 1879.
Linacre, his wile, of Georgetown,Ottawa Conuty,
The
Complete
Series
of
potvor. priru etc., in
and patience to do it, but with these it
Michigan, to George W. Densmore of same place,
givoii in an extra of
and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
I lie f •*•-»**#H-vorltr.
might be accomplished. Apple trees bear
Sale.
of Ottawa County, Michigan, on the thirteenth day
.Send lor a Copy.
ol January,1809. at 2 o'clockp. m. iu Liber H, of YX/HEREAS, default lias been made in the paythis year because they rested last year;
mortgages,on page 080, which said mortgage was T
ment of the money secured hy a mortgage
they will be barren* next year because the
duly assigned hy the said George W. Densmore ou dated Hie 18th day of May, A. D. 1871, executedby
Offdonsburafc N.Y.
the 17th day of January,1809, to Benton E. Green, Koelof A. Schoutcn and Gijsbertle Schouten. hie
enormous crop of this season lias exhaustQUARTO DICTIONARY. Profusely Illustrated. and which said assignment was recorded in the
wife, of the township of Zeeland.Ottawa countv,
Library sheep. $10.00.
W. F. HARRIS.
office of the Rcgtsteriif Deeds of Ottawa County,
ed their fruit-producing powers. There is A. L. HOLMES.
Michigan, to Hnlhert Keppel, ot Zeeland, aforeUNIVERSAL AND CRITICAL DICTIONARY. Michigan.In Liber No. 18 of mortgageson page said.
which said mortgage was recorded In the
nothing in the characterof the seasons
8vo. Library sheep. $4.25
24,ou the 81st day of December. 1878, at 1U^' office of the Register of Deeels of the County of
ACADEMIC DICTIONARY. Illustrated. Crown o'clock, a. m., upon which mortgage ti ere is Ottawu ami State of Michigan, in Liber X of mortwhich makes an even year productive or
claimed to he due and unpaid at the date here- gages, on page 95, on the nineteenth dav of August,
Bvo. Half roan. $1 85.
an odd year unproductive. With these
of for principalund interestthe sum of five
Manufacturersof and dealers in
COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY. Illustrated. hnndrea and twenlv-flvedollars and eighteen A. D. 1871, at 1 o’clockt>. m., and whereas, the
said mortgage has been duly assigned by the said
well known facts in view, some New-York
12mo. Half roan. $1.;5.
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-five Hnlhert Keppel to Jan Bos. by assignmentbearing
SCHOOL
(Elementary)
DICTIONARY.
Illus(25)
dollars
as
therein
provided.
The
other
-aid
orchnrdists,by picking off the blossoms
date the eighteenthday of February. A. I). I6'.8,
trated.l-’mo. Half roan. $1.00.
mortgagehearing date the tenth day of December. and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
which set upon their trees in tiie even
1870, made and executed hy WilliamH. Linacreand
PRIMARY DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 16mo.
of said County of Ottawa, on the twenty-third of
Susan Linacre. his wife, of Georgetown, Ottawa February. A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock in the forenoon
Half roan. 61 cents.
Slippers, Ete. Etc.
years, have succeeded in bringing about a
County,Michigan, to Guy S. Walden,of the town- of said day. In Liber Nc. 4 of mortgageson page
POCKET DICTIONARY.Illnstated.2tmo. Cloth. ship of Cascade.Kent County,Michigan, and reat No. 74 Washington street,
chance which gives them fruit when it is
M ct-*. ; roan, flexible,8> cis.; roan, tucks, corded iu the office of the Leglster of Deeds of Ot 886, and the same is now owned hy him, and
whereas the amount now claimed to be due on
gilt edges. $1.00.
scarce. A similar change is sometimes
tawa County. Michigan,on the 14th day of Decem- said mortgage at the date of this notice.Is the sum
Many special aids to students, in addition to a ber. 1870. at 8>i o'clo k p. m., in Liber V of mort- of one htindtcd and sixty five dollarsand seventy
brought about by accidents. A Strafford
Having but recentlyformed our co-partnership, verv fall pronouncing and deflnlng vocabulary, gages, on page 81, which said moitgage was dnly
eight cents ($185.78). principal and Interest,and the
County farmer informed us the other day we wish 10 Inform our fellow-citizen# of Grand make Worcester's in the opinion of our most dis- assigned by the said Gny S. Wa.den on the fix- further sum of twenty-five dollars as an attorney
Haven and surroundingtowns that we have u flue tinguishededucators, the mo, t complete,as well teenth day of August, 1871, to Milton F. Marsh,
that the canker-worms had, by stripping stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions, as by far the cheapest Dictionariesof our language. which said assignment was recorded in the office fee. stipulated for in said mortgage, and which Is
the whole amount claimed to he due and unpaid
which we offer for sale cheap. However,
of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, Mich- on said mortgage,andnosnit or proceeding having
his orchard two bearing trees, so changed
*,* For sale by all Booksellers,or will he sent, igan. in Liber R of mortgages, on page 828, on the been Instituted at law to recover the debt now reits habits that it now hears regularly in
2ith day uf August,1871. and which said mortgage
carriage tree, 011 receipt of the pi ice by
maimng secured by said mortgage, or any pait therewas afterwards assigned by the said Milton F. of, whereby the power of sale containedin said
will remain onr Specialty.
the odd years, a change which he estiJ. B. LIPPINCOTT& CO.,
Marsh on the 12th day of May, ISIS, to Menton E. mortgage has become operative. Now there for* Nomated was worth $100 a year to him. A Quality of work gu. rmteed, and repairing Publishers, Booksellers, & Stationers. Green, whiclt said last assignmentwas recorded In tice i* hereto, Tire/t.thatby virtue of the power or ?»lc
the office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
715 and 717 Market St., Philadelpnia. County, Michigan,in Liber R of mortgages, on and in pursuanceof the statute in such case made
frost which blighted the blossoms for sevdone on short nolice.
and provided the said mortgage will be foreclosed
page 530. on the 14th day of May, 1873, at 8o’clock, by n sale of the premises,therein described, at
49-3m
eral years did the same good for that porA. L. HOLMES & CO.
a. m.. upon which la«t said mortgage there Is public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front
Grand Haven, Mich., March 1st, 1879. 4.V-tf
claimed to be due ami unpaid at the dale hereof door of the Court House, in the citv of (.rand Hation of a Merimac County farmer’s orfor princlp J and lu'erest,the sum of four him- ven, in said County uf Ottawa,on Monday, tlie
chard which stands on high ground. All
dp'd a-d fifty-nine (..’'''s and fifteen cents,
Sale.
Twelfth day of May next, at one o’clock In
$459. 15) and also an attorneyfee of $15.00 as pro
these instances go toshov that by trainvided therein,and no proceedingsat law or in the afternoon of that day. which said premisesare
YX7HEREAS default has been made In the payequity having been Instituted to recover the debts describedin said mortgage,n# follow*:All that
ing young trees to bear only the odd year,
VV meat of the money sec ired by a mortgage,
secured hy said two mortgages, or that of either certain piece r lot of land bring and 1' ing in Otdated the 13th day of May, A. I). 1871. executedny
it is posible to so fix the habit that when
of them, or any part thereol : Now therefor notice tawa v/UUUV.«..u
County,and State of Mlcnigan,.....uci
fttnher dcRoelof A. Kchouieuand GijsbcrtjeSchoutcn, his
is hereby given, that hy virtue of the pow r of I scribedas ten acres of land, commencing at the
they are old they will not depart from It. wife, of the township of Zeeland, Ottawa comity,
sale contained in said mortgagesand each of them, centre of the north line of the southwest qe.aiter
1$ A X K E It
Michigan,to Hnfbert Keppel, of Zeeland,aforeand of the salute in such case made and provided of section twenty four. In township six north, of
We have seen it stated that by grafting said, which said mortgage was recorded In the
the said two mortgageswill be foreclosed bv a sale range thirteen west, according to the United States
office of the RjgisterofDeeds of the County of
with scions cut from a tree which bears in
at public vendue of the mortgaged premisesde- survey, runningthence southerly paralel! with the
Ottawa and State of Michigan in Liber X of mortscribed in said t*o mortgagesor so much thcr»f as sectionline to the highway, thence along tho
the odd year, we can accomplish what is gages, on page 98. on the 19th day of August, A. I).
may he necessaryto satisfy the amount due on north boundary of raid highway to a point f om
18.1, at one o’clock,p. m., and whereas, the said
Does a general Banking, Exchange,and Collecto be desired, and there U certainly no mongige has been dulv assigned by the said Hui- tion business.Collections made on all points in said two mortgages,together with it terest and which a northerlyline paralell with the first ( r
costs including said attorney fees, to wit: all t at section line) shall include ten acres,thence northrisk in trying this experiment; but we bert Keppel to Jan Bos. by assignment,bearing the United States and Europe. Particular alien- certain piece or parcel of land known as the north- erly from raid point to the north boundary line of
date the 18th day of February. A. D. 18T8, and re tion paid to the collections of Jails# and KuiiKers.
have most'faith in picking the blossoms corded in the office of the Register of Deeds of 1 lie Remittances made on the day of payment. All west quarter ()* ) of the north-east quarter (,V) of said south west quarterof section twenty-four,
said county of Ottawa, on the twenty-third day of busincs. intrusted to me shall have prompt atten- section numbered thirty-two(82) town six (fit north thence westerly along said line to the place of
with even years.
February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o'clock in the forenoon tion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject of range thirteen (18) west, lying and being In the beginning.
Dated February 11th, A. D. 1879.
of said dav, in Liber No. 4, of mortgages, on page to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and County of Ottawa ai.d Statenf Michigan, at the
JAN BU9. Assignee qf Mortgagee.
front door of the Court House of Ottawa County,
8rtfl, and the same Is now owned by him; and
soul. Tickets to and from all points 0 Europe
Gko. W. McBiuuk, Atty. for Assignee.
in the city of Giaud Haven, in said Count v of Otwhereas the amount now claimed to he due on sold at my office.
A Bunch of Suggestionstawa. and State of Michigan, 'hat being the place
said mortgage at the date of this notice is the sum
9-1
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.
for holding the Circuit Court f >r «nul comity : no
of one hundred and sixty live doll irs and seventyLeaks in the granery are at once re- eight cents, principaland interest,and the further
Saturday the 12th day of April, 1879,
Sale.
at one o’clock in the afternoon of Hint day.
paired, while other leaks, just us disas- sum of twenty-live dollarsas an attorney fee. stipulated for in said mortgage, and which is the
rvEFAUL'1’having been made In the conditions Dated. Grand Haven. Janu-rv2. 1879. ’
TN Ottawa or Allegan Counties in exchange f
trous, are often neglected. Tons upon whole amount claimedto lie due and unpaid on 1/ ol ail Indenture of mortgage, du ed. nc
BENTON E. GKkEN.
said mortgageand no suit or proceedinghaving knowledged and delivered, on the twenty-sixth
Assignee of said Mortgages. 1 real estate in the City of Holland.
tons of water fall from the roofs of burns
51Inquire at this Office.
been Institutedat law to recover the debt now re- day of March, A. i). 1877, hy Jacob Van de
Lowing A Cttoss,Attorneys for said Assignee.
48-13W
into yards where manure is made, washing maining secured by said m >rtgage, or auv pw
Roovaart.of the city of Chicago, Illinois, o
thereof; whereby the power of sale containedin Henry West veer, ot the same place, recorded in
uway the most soluble and valuable con- said mortgage has become operative;Xoic there- thcollice "f the Registerof Deeds, of Ottawa Qll
Of all kind'*. TUMORS, discharges
\ sow lost,
eesioo :
fore notice is hereby given, that by virtue of the Comity. Michigan, in Liber > o. 5 of mortgages, on / j
BLOOD or munis, and all diseases
stituent?. A cheap and serviceable gutter
power of sale and in pursuanceof the statute in page five hundred,on the thirtiethday of
of the RECTUM quickly ai d perJust published,a new edition of
may be made of strips of pine boards, one such case made and provided, the said mortgage March. A. D. ’.87'. and iHsIgtMlhy Henry west fectly c red hy a slmMc and soothing REMEDY.
SB. CULVEEWELL’3 CELEBRATED ESwill he foreclosed by a sale of the premises there- veer, on the ninth duv of December, \. D. 1878. bv For information, address
SAY on the rtw/icfl/ewrs (without medfour Inches wide, the other three, painted in described,at public uucion.to die hignesi hid
DR. J. FABER A CO., 22 Ann 8t.. N. Y.
an instrumentin writing, to Gerrlt A Koning. of
icine) of Spermatorrhoea
or .vininul
der, at the front itoorof the Court Hou-e. In the the city of Holland, Michigan, The assigum -nt
l-2bw
Weakness, Involuntary 8(in!nal Losses, lin|obetween the joints and nailed firmly to
city of Grand Haven. In said county of Ottawa, of said mortgage was on 'he thirteenth day of
tciicv, Mental ami Physical Incai acity. In.pedi
gclher. The gutter is made perfectly wat- on Monday, the Twelfth day of May, January, A. D. 1879. recorded In the office oi the
incuts to Marriage, etc,: also Consumption, j-.ptlepsy utid His inuiicedby self-indulgencecr sexual
!
ertight by applying white lead, us thick as next, at one o’clockin the afternoon of that day: Register of Deeds, of Ottawa county, Michigan,in
which said premises are describedin said mort- Lib t No. 4 of mortgaged,on page four hundred
,
The undersigned, an old and retired physician, extravagance.
it will work evenly, to the joint on the ingage as follows: All that certain piece or parcel of uud thirtyeight. Whereas, there Is now due and
WT Price In scaled envelope, only six cents.
having been permanently cured of the much
it' paid .it the date of this notice,one hundred and
land situated in Ottawa County and State of Mich
The
celebrated
author,
in
this admirableEssay,
side of the gutter with a si iff old paint Igan and describedas the west eighteenthand thirty eight dollarsfor principal ami interest,also dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
remedy, is anxious m make known to his fellow- 1 clearlydemonstrates,from a thlrtj yvatssuccessbrush. The ends of the gutters may be 50-100 acres off of the n irth-easiquarterof thj ten dollars n« an attorney fee provided for in said sufforer?the means of cure. To all who desire it. | fill practice, that the alarming coiteequemes ot
north we«t quarter of sevtion twenty-live iu town- mortgage, if proceedingsa u taken to toreclose he will send a copy of the prescription used. FREE , self ubnae may he rad cally cured without t he riat,connected together by sawing with the shin six, north of laugc thirteen west, also n piece the »atue. and no suit at law or in chanceryhaving OF CHARGE, with directions for preparing and ! gerotts use of internal nic( iclneor the application
of land In said comity commencing in the center been Instituted to recover the debt, secured hy u-ing the same, which will he found a sure cute for ! of the knife, nointing out a mode of cure at oi re
grain of the wood one and a half inches
of the Jennison road at the north west come- of s>.ld mortgage, or anv part thereof; N-ticeis hereby Consumption.Catairh,bronchitis. Asthma. Ner- simplq, certain and cnectunl.hvmeans or widen
into both parts cf each end, and inserting Hirnm Andriea' land running thence south flfty aii"n. that by virtue of the po-verof sale contained vuusntss,(fee., Ac, Addre-a with stamp.— I every sufferer.no matter what h s condition mav
rods in a strip two rods wide, thence east a strip in said mortgageand 'he statute in such case made
DR. C. STEVENS. Brnckvi le. Ont. | >><••">“>'
c,ua»,,>’Pr,Vatel>'a,,d ,a°l
a V-shaped strip of tin three inches wide three rods wide and tw-nty rods long, thence south and provided, the said mortgage will he toreclosed
| cally.
a sale of the mortgaged premises, or so much
and six inches long half-way into each end. a strip of land two rods wide and flfty rods long to hy
Fft-rm
tor
This
Lecture
should be in the hands of
Und owned bv Jan Bos. said laud being on the thereof us shall be necessaryto pay the amount
We have a convenientarrangement tor east half of the south-west quarter of section due on said mortgage,lor principaland Interest, I will
sell
ei.Mitv
.teres
of
snleiidid
cl.iv
' (‘v‘,r3' y°u,h aud ,*very
lund- to any art
III sell Lintyicrcsoispi
S
, ,n H plain onve’ope.
twenty-four.In township six north, of range thlr said attorne 'B fee and the cost and expensesof
on rc‘e!,)ll)fjlx ct.ntB or two
hoisting beef while dressing, and other teen west, containingone acre and seventy-six advertising,foreclosureand sale, allowed hy la*, at soil, six miles Irotn this oily. Neat ^wr\\
heavy bodies fixed permanently over the rod* of laud accordingto the government survey, ptthlic auction or vendue, to the highest bidder, on and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres post stumps,
be the same more or less.
Monday, the nineteenth day of May, A. of this land is partiallyimproved. Also' Address the Publishers,
Dated. February 11, A. D. 1879.
driving floor of the barn. A round pole 0
D. 1879, one o’clock In the afternoon of said 40 acres of unimproved land in the TownJAN BUS. A**iqnee of Mortgage. (lay, at the front door of the Court House in 'he city
inches in diameter is thrown across the
ih
co„
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
Gko. W. McBhidb, Atl'y. (or Assignee. 1-18W
of Grand Haven, Ottawaconnty,MIchiuHit.liliat
be41 Abb St , New York; Post Office Box. 4586.
M. I).
ing the place of holding the Circuit Court for the
upper beams,
inch holes having
said Comity of Ottawa and State ol Michigan).
first been bored opposite each other in
The premises to he sold are described iu said mortboth ends, into which rods for taming the STATE OF MICHIGAN. Comity of Ottawa, ss. gage as follows, to wit: All that certain piece or
parcel of land, situate in the city of Holland, in the
At a session of the Probate Court of the Comity
pole ore placed. The pole is held in posiCounty of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and
of Ottawa, hidden at the Probate Office, In the
City of Grand Haven in said County, on Wednes- describedas follows,to-wit: the west half of lot
tion by two strips of boards nailed on each
day, the nineteenthday of March, in the year numbered seventeen (17). In block numbered
beam on both sides of the pole. In rais- one thonaand eight hundred and seventy-nine. thirtv-elght(88) in the city (latevHage)ofHolland,
in the County of Ottawa, State of 5lichigan, acPresent: Saxukl L. T/tk. Judge of Probate.
ing beef two ropes are used, one attached
cording to the recorded map of sold city.
In the matter of the estate of Aldert Pluggur, deDated, Holland, *i!ch., February 18, A.D. 1879.
ceased.
to each quarter. This is 011 the wheel
GERRIT A. KONING.
And a large stock of
On reading and filing the petition, dnly verifl d
Assignee qf Mortgage.
and axle principle. See Webster’s Una- of Maria Kanters, representing that said Aldert
Howard
«fc McBridi.
Plugger, lately died In said County of Ottawa Inabridged, page 823.
AtC ye for Assignee of Mortgage.
teatatc, and that his estate has been fully adminis.
tered, and the admlnisirattx
dischargedfrom furWk buy boxes of grocers, for packing ther trust, hut that the real estate belongingto
Standard Trimmings,Bonnets, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons,Lact Collars, and Silks.
plants and other purposes, at 7 cents each. said estate,has not been assignedto the heir at
law. ami praying that thin Court may adjudicate
By tackiog on barrel hoops for.handles we and determinewho are the hulrn at law, and en*
— IN’
titled to said estate. Thereupon It la ordered, that
find such box more useful than baskets iu
line
Shawls.
Tuesday- tho fifteenth day of April nex1,
Bomo respects— for instance, in carrying at nine o'clock.In the forenoon, lie assignedfor
hearing of said Petition,and that the heirs at
grain or ground feed,* or for carrying the
law of the said deceased, and all.othcrpersons iuThe largest and finest variety of Worsted Goods.
plants at transplantingtime. In the turested In said estate,are reqniredto appear at a
1-gtiw
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1878.

FALL AND WINTF.lt. 1879.

Millinery

i

Fancy Dry Goods,

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

M3w

MEAT MARKET
THE

PIRST

—

A

of Winter Cloaks and

Full

/WARD.

session of said Coart, then to be holrfenat the proThe undersignedannounees to the Public that
bate office. In Grand Haven, in said County,and
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
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